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This project explores mechanisms for the adaptive reuse of Dorothea Dix Park buildings that balance 
revenue generation with other park goals, such as the provision of public benefits, the long-term 
maintenance of historic structures, and park activation, and compares the financial impact of private, 
quasi-public, and public use options in an example building. Part I of the report is a literature review of 
existing Dix Park planning documents, adaptive reuse projects, public use of private space (POPS), and 
ground leases. Part II examines how real estate assets are utilized in five peer parks – Balboa Park and 
Mission Bay Park in San Diego, Exposition Park in Los Angeles, The Presidio in San Francisco, and 
Brooklyn Bridge Park in New York – and identifies applicable leasing mechanisms for Dix Park. Finally, 
Part III delivers a high-level market study of private and quasi-public uses in the local area, and financial 
models for three program alternatives. This project ultimately finds that multiple leasing structures and 
use types are viable at the park, and Dix Park should consider combining strategies in order to recruit a 




Dorothea Dix Park is a 308-acre downtown campus acquired by the City of Raleigh in 2015. The campus 
formerly served as the state’s mental hospital and is still occupied by the state Department for Health 
and Human Services under a leaseback agreement with the city. Over the coming decades, the city plans 
to redevelop the campus into a destination urban park that opens up and connects the park to the city, 
builds on the physical materials, stories, and experiences that have existed at the site for over a century, 
and that offers something for everything.  
Though the park grounds have served as Native American hunting grounds, a plantation that relied on 
the labor of enslaved persons, a Union encampment during the Civil War, and a municipal landfill in the 
mid-1900s, the campus was first significantly developed as the Insane Hospital of North Carolina in the 
1850s as a result of Dorothea Dix’s advocacy for the dignified treatment of persons with mental illness. 
Dorothea Dix documented the poor treatment of persons with mental illness, and lobbied states to 
construct mental health hospitals that would provide access to nature and therapeutic outdoor 
activities. The Insane Hospital of North Carolina, renamed to honor her after her death, was just one of 
30 such hospitals that she helped to create across the country. 
Because the park is a former hospital campus, it includes approximately 1.2 million square feet of built 
space across 85 structures. Many buildings are slated to be demolished due to their age and condition, 
or lack of historical significance. However, 32 buildings have been designated to remain for 
rehabilitation. The majority of these buildings are located on the Ridge, the civic heart of the park, and 
are proposed for community uses such as museum space, arts and performance space, maker space, 
non-profit office and incubator space, event hall, culinary center with incubator kitchen, and community 
meeting rooms. Six buildings located along Lake Wheeler Road, adjacent to the upcoming Plaza & Play 
Project, which will serve as a new park entrance and play area, have no current proposed use and are 
the subject of this project. These six buildings, hereafter called the Phase II buildings (as they are set to 
be rehabilitated during Phase II of the park’s development) are part of the Dix Hill Historic District, which 
was accepted to the National Register of Historic Places in 1990.  
Project Outline 
The City of Raleigh has proposed to utilize funds from a mix of four different sources to finance park 
operations: public funding, contributed income, earned income, and value capture. Value capture 
includes ground lease revenue and value increment on new and existing development. This project 
examines how the Phase II buildings could be utilized for private or quasi-public1 park supportive uses, in 
order to generate revenue to fund park operations and provide community benefits. 
Through a literature review of existing Dix Park planning documents, adaptive reuse projects, public use 
of private space (POPS), and ground leases (Part I of this project), as well as the generation of a series of 
peer park case studies (Part II), this project determines leasing mechanisms that allow for the adaptive 
reuse of park buildings for financial support of park operations, without ceding community benefit or 
long-term control over the property. In Part III, a high-level market study of private2 and quasi-public 
uses in the local area, alongside financial modeling of private, quasi-public, and public use program 
 
1 A quasi-public use is operated by the private sector, but may be supported by the government through reduced 
ground lease rates, grants, partial funding, etc., with a requirement to provide a particular public services. Uses 
explored in this project include museums, performing arts institutions, and affordable housing. These uses may be 
profit-generating, but have a clear public benefit.  
2 Retail, Office, and Market-Rate Residential uses will be explored.  
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alternatives, explores the suitability of these use options for the Brown Building, the highest-scoring 
Phase II building using the park’s Decision Criteria Scorecard. The financial models provide a baseline 
analysis of project feasibility for program alternatives and allow for the comparison of both the financial 
and nonfinancial benefits of each option.   
The results of this project inform Dix Park of leasing mechanisms for adaptive reuse that incorporate 
revenue generation without sacrificing core principles or long-term control over park assets. This project 
also compares different park-supportive uses that provide a range of public benefits, and communicates 
the value of each alternative, and the tradeoffs that must be made in order to sustainably manage the 




Part I: Literature Review 
Because this project bridges several topics, and seeks to apply knowledge to a specific model, the 
literature review is wide, rather than deep, and is divided into several categories: (1) existing planning 
documents and reports for Dix Park and its structures, (2) adaptive reuse guidebooks, (3) and literature 
regarding the implementation of ground leases and the public use of private space. Further, a review of 
planning documents, reports, budgets, and news articles related to five peer parks have been compiled 
as case studies of adaptive reuse, ground leasing and private use of public space, and project 
implementation and impacts in the following case study section. These components form the 
foundation of this project, which aims to apply principles of adaptive reuse to maximize the benefit of 
park buildings, and supply recommendations to Dix Park.  
Dix Park Planning Documents 
Though the Dorothea Dix Master Plan serves as the cornerstone of this project, numerous studies and 
reports have been provided by the Dix Park Management Team, and will be used as the basis of many 
assumptions in modeling.  
The Master Plan was adopted in February 2019 through a consensus process. As such, it reflects both 
the desires of the community and the goals of the city. The Master Plan highlights the importance of 
reusing of many of the park’s structures: Many buildings are historically significant and important to the 
community, adaptive reuse of these buildings has the potential to contribute to the park experience and 
financial sustainability of the park, and adaptive reuse is tied directly to one of the park’s core principles 
to build from what is there. The Master Plan provides key information about Phase II Buildings, including 
the existing conditions and program suggestions for park-supportive uses.  
Reports and studies have been provided by the Dix Park Management team. This includes building and 
infrastructure studies which provide more detailed information on each of the Phase II buildings, along 
with information about the costs of adaptive reuse at the park. Appendix VIII, authored by Utile, Inc., 
outlines a potential residential program for three of the Phase II buildings, along with basic cost 
estimates, and the Dorothea Dix Cottage Feasibility Study provides a more detailed and current cost 
estimate for the adaptive reuse of three smaller park buildings. The cost assumptions used, as well as 
information on historic status, square footage, and building layout form the basis of scenario modeling.  
A wide body of previous work regarding Dix Park is available, and additional Dix Park documents related 
to community, park, and city priorities; infrastructure, maintenance, and rehabilitation costs; as well as 
previous market analysis have been incorporated into this project.  
Adaptive Reuse Literature 
Adaptive reuse literature falls into four categories: books and guides, descriptive case studies which 
illustrate adaptive reuse projects, feasibility studies, and conference proceedings and seminars.3 This 
project focused in information gleaned from the first three categories, with books focused on how to 
incorporate history and heritage into adaptive reuse and feasibility studies being discussed in this 
section, and the following section detailing adaptive reuse in peer parks.  
In UnDoing Buildings: Adaptive Reuse and Cultural Memory Sally Stone discusses the merits of reusing 
existing structures, and argues that collective memory, identity, history, and culture must be 
 
3 Synyshyn, Adaptive Reuse: A Literature Review 
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incorporated into projects to create a sense of continuity between past and present. Lilane Wong 
provides tools for project design which incorporate history. In Adaptive Reuse: Extending the Lives of 
Buildings, she discusses building typology, materials and construction techniques, preservation, interior 
design, and overall urban design specific to adaptive reuse projects.  
Dix Park has a rich, and complicated history, which should be preserved, restored, or respected through 
any adaptive reuse project. Understanding the tools available to the park, planners, developers, and 
tenants to maintain that sense of identity, and how they apply to and influence the alternatives 
modeled is critical to accurately modeling uses that stay true to the park’s core principle of building from 
what is there.   
Adaptive Reuse Feasibility Studies 
Feasibility and case studies of non-park adaptive reuse projects supplement this research; these are 
wide ranging and vary in their applicability to Dix Park. One of these supplemental studies is worth 
highlighting: A district-wide feasibility study for the redevelopment of the Broughton Hospital Campus in 
Morganton, North Carolina was recently completed by UNC’s Development Finance Initiative. This 
feasibility study offers insight on development assumptions. Additionally, the physical layout of the 
district and some buildings are similar to those at Dix Park, making this feasibility study particularly 
relevant. 
Privately Owned Public Spaces  
Privately Owned Public Spaces (POPS) are indoor and outdoor spaces that are open to the public, but 
owned and maintained by developers or private owners. Private owners agree to provide public space in 
exchange for density bonuses or other development waivers. POPS have become popular in many cities, 
but have perhaps proliferated most in New York City, which first introduced POPS into the zoning 
ordinance in 1961. New York City now has almost 600 POPS, which often take the form of public plazas, 
arcades, and pocket parks.4 A wide body of literature and numerous case studies exists on POPS, which 
highlight how public-private partnership can create spaces that are mutually beneficial.  
In the case of Dix Park, however, the city aims to adaptively reuse the existing structures, rather than 
develop dense new construction, and contract out at least some building space to park-supportive 
private users, who would maintain the buildings, activate the park, and provide a source of income. In a 
sense, they would like create a structure opposite of POPS – Publicly Owned Private Spaces. No 
literature exists on this concept by name, but a number of property transfer mechanisms could be used 
to accomplish these goals, including the sale of the property, a standard lease agreement, or ground 
leasing. This project will explore ground leasing, as it offers hybrid benefits for the owner.  
Ground Leases 
A wide body of literature exists regarding ground leases and how they are structured. Commercial 
Ground Leases (Third Edition) by Jerome D. Whalen serves as the central guide on how ground leases 
function and how they can be structured to benefit each party entering the agreement. The Dutch urban 
ground lease: A valuable tool for land policy? describes the history and use of ground leases by 
municipal governments in the Netherlands, further explaining the ground lease mechanism and 
 
4 New York City Department of City Planning, Privately Owned Public Space Overview 
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illustrating the use of the tool for accomplishing public goals. Actual ground leases used by peer parks 
are examined in the Peer Park Case Studies section.  
Ground leases are an arrangement which separates the estates of land (the ground) from the 
improvements, or future improvements, that sit upon it. By separating the estates, they can be held, 
mortgaged, and transferred independently. Over the period of the ground lease, which is typically an 
extended term which encapsulates the useful economic life of the project, the tenant or developer 
controls the improvements on the property, gaining many of the benefits of ownership. This allows 
them to invest in construction, renovation, and the operation of the property to produce income, and 
depending on the structure of the ground lease, may allow them to assign, or sell, the ground lease to 
another party before the end of the term.5 Additionally, long-term ground leasing allows the tenant to 
take advantage of Historic Tax Credits for rehabilitation, whereas the park/city is tax-exempt and 
typically cannot participate in the ownership of an income producing historic property, nor take 
advantage of Historic Tax Credits themselves.6 Developers consulted through this project noted that it 
may be possible for the city to set up a partnership structure that would allow them to take advantage 
of Historic Tax Credits, but this would be a complex process and a lawyer should be consulted if the use 
of Historic Tax Credits by the city or other nonprofit entity was pursued. Further, because the tax credit 
is intended to be used for the rehabilitation of income-producing properties, leasing to tax-exempt 
entities can result in tax credit ineligibility.7 
To the benefit of the landowner, under a ground lease, the tenant/developer takes over the 
rehabilitation and maintenance of the property, enhances it with any agreed upon improvements, and 
pays base rent, plus any additional rent agreed upon. Additional rent may be a percentage of revenue 
earned by the tenant, or non-monetary consideration, such as access to the facility to hold special 
events a specified number of times per year. The ground lease structure can also allow the landowner to 
exert control over what is or is not allowed on the property, a benefit which is not available if land is 
sold without a restrictive covenant, which is likely to be more difficult to enforce than the terms of a 
ground lease. The ground lease can be negotiated to allow new construction on the site or to limit the 
tenant/developer to rehabilitation of existing structures; to require landowner approval of design, 
operation, subleasing, and use; and to allow or disallow assignment at a later date, among other things. 
When the agreed upon term elapses, ownership of the improvements turns over to the landowner. This 
gives the landowner long-term control over the property.  
Elements of Ground Leases 
Ground leases are lengthy, complex documents: Each unique term must be documented in the lease 
agreement in order to be legally enforceable, and consultation from experienced real estate lawyers is 
necessary. This section outlines common elements of ground leases that are relevant for Dix Park, and 
highlights the variability in these elements among the peer parks detailed in the following section, but is 
far from exhaustive.  
 
5 Whalen, Commercial Ground Leases (Third Edition) 
6 Mulligan, Local Government Owners of Historic Property Asked to Convey Property by End of 2017: What Public 
Officials Should Know; US Department of Housing and Urban Development, Using the Historic Tax Credit for 
Affordable Housing.  
7 Nicholas, Dorothea Dix Hospital: Center Building Reuse Study 
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Term 
The term of a ground lease is intended to reflect the useful economic life of a project, but in practice 
they typically range from 20 to 100 years. An option to renew is common, and multiple renewal options 
may be included. Renewal periods are typically five to ten years, but are equally variable. Ground lease 
terms at peer parks vary, but 25, 50, and 99 year terms are common, and all peer park ground leases 
examined included options to renew.  
Rent 
The initial base rent usually represents an agreed upon minimum rate of return on the value of the land, 
but setting the rent is more of an art than a science, and may even be based on the tenant’s projected 
earnings and ability to pay. Base rent varies dramatically among peer parks. Several parks charge no or 
negligible base rent for organizations that operate for the public benefit, such as museums and non-
profit organizations, and recreation-related groups that take up small square footages pay small rents. In 
contrast, parks with revenue generation or self-sufficiency goals, like Mission Bay Park and Brooklyn 
Bridge Park charge much higher rents: Mission Bay Park’s highest paying tenant is Sea World, which is 
charged a minimum annual rent of approximately $10.4 million,8 and Brooklyn Bridge Park charges 
developer/tenants $0.8 to $3.4 million dollars per year in base rent and payments in lieu of taxes 
(PILOT).9  
Additional payments include agreements for percentage rent, which is an additional percentage of gross 
revenue, net income, or some other measure of cash flow, which exceeds an agreed upon threshold 
amount. Percentage rent is relevant for retail, hotel, and restaurant tenants. Of the peer parks, this 
strategy is used by Mission Bay Park and Exposition Park for resorts and sports venues respectively. 
Additional monetary and non-monetary consideration can also be included with rent. For example, the 
Lucas Museum ground lease at Exposition Park specifies additional construction period rent, requires 
the museum to replace a playfield, and notes that the landlord can use museum parking during major 
events and can use the museum’s green space for five cultural or family park-wide events with no rental 
fee.10  
Adjustments 
It is important for landowners to include clauses for rent adjustment. Base rent is often adjusted upward 
annually based on inflation. Balboa Park, for example, now adjusts rent each year based on the 
Consumer Price Index.11 It is also possible to schedule a time for the land to be reappraised and rent to 
be stepped up based on the fair market rent for the land. This allows the landowner to capture increases 
in land value over the long time horizon of a ground lease. Ground leases are commonly used in Hawaii 
for all types of development, and 50 to 75 year leases often include a clause for reappraisal and 
renegotiation of rent at year 20 or 30, and every 10 to 15 years thereafter. This is beneficial for the 
landowner who is able to capture a portion of the increased land value; but if development pressure is 
high and the existing use is not the “best and highest” it can result in the “economic eviction [of tenants] 
 
8 Office of the City Comptroller, Mission Bay Lease Revenue – FY2017 
9 Brooklyn Bridge Park, Pier 6 Development Sites RFP Update 
10 California Science Center, Lease and Agreement By and Between California Science Center and Lucas Museum of 
Narrative Art 
11 Van Grove, Timken Museum lease agreement sets precedent for Balboa Park institutions 
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from facilities that they built and maintained themselves, and have used for decades.”12 Thus, 
renegotiation clauses must be carefully worded to avoid economic eviction of a tenant that has met all 
obligations of the lease for decades.  
Controls for Design, Use, and Occupancy 
Finally, the landowner has the ability to control design, use, and occupancy, as well as other elements 
through the ground lease. For example, Balboa Park’s most recent lease to the Timken Museum requires 
that all proposed improvements must be approved by the city and comply with design and materials 
standards, be consistent with historical designation, park character, and the use of the premises. 
Further, the lease specifies that assignment and sublease must also be approved by the city, and any 
income that is earned from approved subleases, such as a restaurant, is subject to a fee of 50 percent of 
revenue earned by the Timken Museum. The lease also includes provisions related to environmental 
sustainability and equity, such as a ban on Styrofoam packaging and a mandate to solicit applications for 
employment from local residents as opportunities arise.13  
Summary of Ground Lease Risks and Benefits 
Though there are some risks associated with ground leases for landowners, these can be mitigated 
through the selection of tenants/developers with experience and financially feasible plans, careful 
drafting of lease documents by real estate lawyers, and a refusal to subordinate the fee to the tenant’s 
financing, which would put the landowner’s interest at risk in the case of default. Overall, ground leases 
offer control to the landowner, professional development and management of improvements, stability 
via a steady source of income, and even the opportunity to use that income as collateral for the 
landowner’s own financing.  
A ground lease would serve Dix Park’s interests of promoting the adaptive reuse of park buildings, 
shifting responsibility for the maintenance of historic structures, activating the park through careful 
selection of tenants, generating revenue for park operations and maintenance, and capturing any 
increases in value of the land over time to reinvest in the park. 
  
 
12 Whalen, Commercial Ground Leases (Third Edition) 
13 City of San Diego, City of San Diego Lease By and Between the City of San Diego and the Putnam Foundation, Inc. 
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Part II: Peer Park Case Studies 
Case studies for five peer parks with significant real estate assets have been examined in order to 
determine adaptive reuse and leasing strategies that have the capacity to generate revenue for park 
operations, as well as achieve other goals, such as improving and maintaining park buildings: Balboa 
Park and Mission Bay Park in San Diego, Exposition Park in Los Angeles, The Presidio in San Francisco, 
and Brooklyn Bridge Park in New York. These parks all lease real estate assets to generate revenue 
under different leasing structures, which has resulted in varying degrees of success. These approaches 
inform how Dorothea Dix Park may combine strategies and structure deals in order to attract park-
supportive tenants,14 activate the park, preserve and maintain historic structures, and generate revenue 
for park operations and maintenance. Figure 1 below outlines key data for each of the five parks 
studied. 
Figure 1: Peer Park Summary Table 
 
Balboa Park and Mission Bay Park, San Diego 
Both Balboa Park and Mission Bay Park are developed regional parks located in San Diego, California, 
funded primarily through the General Fund and managed by the Department of Parks and Recreation. 
However, the Real Estate Assets Department, which acts as the steward of all of the city’s 1,600 
properties plays an integral role in the operation of these two parks. Leases, use and operating 
agreements, and permits at both parks are administered by the Asset Management Division of the Real 
Estate Assets Department, and revenues collected, which total over $70 million annually, are deposited 
in the General Fund. The Asset Management Division aims to “generate income and/or provide cultural 
 
14 Governors Island, New York is too early in their development to cover here, but may serve as a topic of future 
study for tenant recruitment and selection. The park aims to recruit tenants for specific buildings that coalesce 
around one of their park themes through Requests for Proposals. Governors Island RFPs incorporate several 
aspects that would be included in a ground lease, such as a rent proposal and proposed lease length, which allows 
the park to select developer/tenants that fit with the park’s vision for the building while maximizing the revenue 
generated by the building. Source: The Trust for Governors Island, Adaptive Reuse on Governors Island: Hub for 
Green Businesses and Non-Profits at Building 301. 
Park Balboa Park Mission Bay Park Exposition Park The Presidio Brooklyn Bridge Park
Location San Diego, CA San Diego, CA Los Angeles, CA San Francisco, CA Brooklyn, NY
Acreage 1,200 4,235 152 1,491 85
Approximate 
Structures
118 Undocumented 8 ≈ 1,500
5 Development Sites, 3 
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and community-based services” by leasing city-owned properties. Maps of properties leased at Balboa 
and Mission Bay Parks can be viewed in Figure 2 below:  
Figure 2: City-Leased Properties in and around Balboa Park and Mission Bay Park 
   
Park Layers sourced from SanGIS, Lease Data derived from City of San Diego, Agreements to Lease City Property. 
Note, some address points house multiple tenants and some addresses are approximate. 
Balboa Park 
Developed primarily in preparation for the 1915 California-Panama Exposition and the 1935 California 
Pacific International Exposition, Balboa Park is similar to Dix Park, in that it has a multitude of historic 
buildings that have been adaptively reused. The first museums - the Natural History Museum and the 
San Diego Museum of Art - opened in the early 1920s,15 and today, spaces in Balboa Park are still leased 
to non-profit, civic, and cultural organizations, which activates the park and has made it a regional 
tourist destination.  
However, Balboa Park leases have historically been structured such that the city is required to maintain 
the major systems and features of facilities, and that tenants may operate for the public benefit, rather 
than for monetary consideration. Additionally, many organizations lease space using right of entry or 
special use permits rather than traditional leases. These permits similarly require little to no rent 
payment, but do require the permittee to maintain the interior of the building. The city earned just 
$465,000 in revenue from leases and use permits in 2018, and because the city is earning minimal rent 
from the majority Balboa Park leases, lessees often take on maintenance, renovation, and even 
construction beyond the scope of their lease. For example, the Mingei International Museum is funding 
a renovation project that is expected to cost approximately $40 million, and the Museum of 
Photographic Arts completed a smaller renovation in 2016 that included a replacement of their HVAC 
 
15 Estrada Land Planning, Inc., The City of San Diego Park & Recreation Department, and The City of San Diego 
Planning Department, Balboa Park Master Plan 
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system and the installation of solar panels. Even so, facilities have a backlog of deferred maintenance, 
totaling more than $92 million, and the park has no sustainable revenue source to fund it.16  
In the last few years, the city has made efforts to shift toward more sustainable lease structures at 
Balboa Park. This is evidenced by the city’s attempt to redevelop Inspiration Point using a ground lease, 
and the most recent lease signed by the city with the Timken Museum.  
Inspiration Point 
In 2019, the city attempted to recruit a developer/tenant for the redevelopment of Inspiration Point 
under a ground lease. The city saw redevelopment as an opportunity to improve the park, provide 
community benefits, generate revenue for deferred maintenance, and capitalize on an underutilized 
section of the park that has incredible views of downtown San Diego. Unfortunately, the Request for 
Proposals was ultimately cancelled due to public resistance.  
Inspiration Point is a 25 acre section of Balboa Park adjacent to the Naval Medical Center. The area falls 
under the airport flight path, and is dominated by park storage, an empty fountain, paved parking, and 
an additional dirt parking lot. There are two existing buildings on the site: The Administration Building, 
which is a historic building that is currently utilized by the Parks and Recreation Department for office 
space, and a second, vacant building that is in disrepair.  
Though a final RFP is not available, a Parks and Recreation Department presentation outlined the key 
components: 
• The city sought an economically viable, sustainable revenue source for Balboa Park.  
• The city was open to a variety of use options that would activate the park during both daytime 
and nighttime, and offered a list of possible uses, including: cultural, recreational, and passive 
recreation, activity centers, museums, performing arts space, restaurant space, hotel 
accommodations, and park-related concessions, rentals, or shops.  
• The city required respondents to the RFP to restore the historic Administration Building. 
• Any selected proposal was required to be consistent with the goals and policies of the Balboa 
Park Master Plan, and the proposal must provide additional public benefit to the community. 
Additionally, a clause was included for adequate public facilities. 
Overall, the city was open to all ideas that would activate and complement the park, provide public 
benefits and amenities, and serve as an economically viable and sustainable revenue source. However, 
the wide variety of potential uses and emphasis on finding an operator that could produce revenue for 
park operations and maintenance was criticized by the public. The President of the Balboa Park 
Committee of 100, a group that has advocated and fundraised for the rehabilitation of many of the 
park’s historic buildings, commented that he was especially opposed to the possibility of the site being 
used for hotel development, and concern was raised that any commercial operator granted space in the 
park could become a permanent fixture, even if park and city priorities change in the future. David 
Lundin, the President of the Balboa Park Heritage Association, was quoted in the San Diego Union-
Tribune as saying, “We oppose any commercial development and exploitation of the dedicated Park 
Lands of Balboa Park. Such uses are probably illegal, in conflict with the National Historic Landmark 
 
16 Lopez-Villafana, WorldBeat Cultural Center wants 25-year lease in Balboa Park; Morlan, Balboa Park Groups Run 
Big Budgets, But Pay Virtually No Rent; Nagelvoort & Gomez, Balboa Park General Fund Facilities Condition 
Assessment: Report to the City Council 
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designation of the core of the park, and inconsistent with the very nature and purpose of a great urban 
park.” Ultimately, the Inspiration Point RFP was cancelled “after extensive conversations and feedback 
from the community,” and the Parks and Recreation Department is still lacking the sustainable revenue 
source that is needed to address infrastructure issues in the park.17  
Timken Museum Lease 
Rose Sanchez, the Supervising Property Agent in San Diego’s Asset Management Division that is 
responsible for leases in Balboa Park provided four museum leases of varying age. A comparison of key 
provisions of the leases is detailed in Figure 3 below:   
Figure 3: Comparison of Balboa Park Lease Key Terms18 
 
Lease provisions are very similar for the San Diego Museum of Man and the San Diego Museum of Art, 
which were signed in 1987 and 1990, respectively. Both museums are operating in their extended term, 
 
17 Halverstadt, The City’s Eyeing an Underused Piece of Balboa Park as a Potential Moneymaker; Van Grove, City 
abandons plan to redevelop Inspiration Point in Balboa Park; San Diego Parks and Recreation Department, Balboa 
Park: Draft Inspiration Point RFP 
18 City of San Diego, Agreements to Lease City Property 
Museum of Man Museum of Art
Mingei International 
Museum of Folk Art
Timken Museum
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Initial Term 25 years 25 years 25 years 20 years
Option to Renew 25 years 25 years 25 years Two 5-year periods
Expected Expiration 2037 2040 2046 2039-2049
Monetary 
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X (Exterior)
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Interior)
City Maintenance Responsibilities: 
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and operate for the public benefit. Though neither museum pays rent, the city (as landlord) is 
responsible for the maintenance of the buildings’ major systems and features.19  
The lease for the Mingei International Museum of Folk Art mirrors the two older leases, with a few 
important differences. The Mingei International Museum does not pay monetary consideration, but 
rather than operating for the public benefit, their ‘consideration’ is an agreement to develop, operate, 
and maintain the premises in accordance with the lease. Additionally, the lease places more 
maintenance responsibility on the tenant. The city is no longer responsible for maintaining the lighting, 
HVAC, plumbing, elevators, or flooring.20 
Though the Timken Museum has operated at Balboa Park since at least 1965, a new lease was signed in 
2019, which is different in the aforementioned leases in several important ways. The 2019 lease 
increased the annual rent to cover the cost of administering the lease,21 included provisions for the city 
to earn a portion of any sublease income earned, and like the Mingei International Museum lease, 
reduced the scope of the city’s maintenance obligations significantly as compared to older museums in 
the park. Further, the 2019 Timken Museum lease included additional considerations related to equity 
and sustainability, such as a requirement to solicit applications for employment and bids and proposals 
for contracts from local residents and firms as opportunities arise, a requirement for the tenant to 
identify and implement storm water runoff mitigation, and a ban on styrofoam packaging, among other 
terms. 22   
These changes signal a shift in the goals of the Asset Management division with regards to leasing in 
Balboa Park. Although it is clear that they still do not seek to generate significant revenue through the 
existing leases in Balboa Park, they are working to mitigate some of the costs of maintaining the park’s 
historic structures. The attempted redevelopment of Inspiration Point also signals that leasing structures 
for new tenants to the park will differ significantly from older leases, and are likely to more closely 
resemble the ground leases found at Mission Bay Park.  
It is important to note, that although the leasing structure at Balboa Park does not generate revenue or 
cover all maintenance costs, it does contribute to the park’s reputation as the cultural hub of San Diego. 
Balboa Park’s civic and cultural institutions contribute significantly to park activation and programming, 
and non-profit organizations, recreation clubs, and artists are able to find an affordable home in Balboa 
Park and provide critical services and amenities to San Diego residents.  
Mission Bay Park 
Mission Bay Park sits on the other end of the spectrum from Balboa Park, as the park earns in excess of 
$30 million annually from ground leases and agreements, which covers its operations, as well as capital 
maintenance at Mission Bay and a portion of deferred maintenance at other developed regional parks in 
San Diego.23  
Mission Bay Park was developed from the 1940s to the 1960s on a tidal marsh, and still, more than half 
of the park is water. When the park was transferred from the state to the city of San Diego, a ban on 
permanent residential development and private ownership of the land was enacted, and commercial 
 
19 The City of San Diego, The City of San Diego San Diego Museum of Art Balboa Park Lease Agreement; The City of 
San Diego, Agreement San Diego Museum of Man 
20 City of San Diego, Mingei International Museum of Folk Art Balboa Park Lease Agreement 
21 With a provision for annual adjustment (upward only) based on the CPI 
22 City of San Diego, City of San Diego Lease By and Between the City of San Diego and the Putnam Foundation, Inc. 
23 Funneled through the General Fund 
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development of leaseholds was limited to a maximum of 25 percent of the land area and 6.5 percent of 
water area. Much of this area has been developed by private users: The city leases space in Mission Bay 
Park to recreation and tourism related organizations, hoping to achieve balance between recreation, 
commerce, and the environment by intensifying certain leases to maximize revenue potential without 
taking up additional public parkland.24  
All existing leases and permits are related to recreation, tourism, or operations, but range from 
recreation clubs, gear rentals, and bait shops to major resort hotels with restaurants and marina 
facilities. Many of the existing leases are long term, financeable ground leases that allow lessees to 
maintain, renovate, and even expand their improvements.25 The park’s most famous, and most 
profitable tenant is Sea World, which is required to pay the city a minimum $10.4 million annually. Other 
million dollar tenants are listed in Figure 4 below, and include an RV park, five hotels that operate 
restaurants and shopping, several marinas and boat rental facilities, and a sportfishing headquarters: 
Figure 4: Mission Bay Major Tenants26 
 
In 2017, Mission Bay generated $33.8 million in lease revenue. Actual revenue exceeds minimum 
revenue because Mission Bay additionally earns percentage rent from the profits of some lessees. If 
2020-2021 is excluded as an anomaly due to the coronavirus pandemic, ground leasing generates 
significant funds for city.27  
Importantly, Mission Bay Park does also lease space and issue use permits for community groups and 
non-profit recreation groups at low costs, and scales rental payments based on size for for-profit 
organizations that support park operations. For example, Community Rowing of San Diego pays just 
$464 for a use permit and the Kapolioka Ehukai Outrigger Canoe Club, a recreational club dedicated to 
sharing Polynesian culture, rents space for boat storage and access for $2,356 annually. Catamaran 
Beach Concession, which rents chairs and umbrellas, and sells food concessions, pays just $500 in rent, 
and the Sportmen’s Seafood restaurant’s rent is based entirely on sales – in 2017, they paid the city 
$123,674 in percentage rent.28 Scaling rents based on organization type and use is critical to ensuring 
that Mission Bay Park is a park for all San Diego residents.   
 
24 Wallace Roberts & Todd et al, Mission Bay Park Master Plan Update 
25 Keatts, 5 Oddities Surrounding the Bahia Resort’s Lease Extension 
26 Office of the City Comptroller, Mission Bay Lease Revenue – FY2017 
27 Plummer, Another San Diego budget problem; $11.2 million in rent losses 
28 Office of the City Comptroller, Mission Bay Lease Revenue – FY2017 
Lessee Lease Term
Minimum 2017 Revenue 
(in millions)
Actual 2017 Revenue 
(in millions)
Sea World 1998 – 2048 $10.40 $10.86 
DeAnza RV Park $9.26 
San Diego Paradise Point 
Resort
2000 – 2050 $2.77 $3.38 
Hyatt Regency Islandia 2006 - 2056 $2.35 $3.29 
Hilton San Diego Resort 1996 – 2045 $1.92 $2.78 
Bahia Resort Hotel 2013 – 2053 $1.16 $1.95 
Dana Inn and Marina 2000 – 2050 $1.00 $1.41 
Seaforth Sportfishing 2007 – 2047 $0.55 $1.09 
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The revenue generated at Mission Bay Park by ground leases passes through the General Fund, and also 
fuels two park improvement funds: As of 2016, 65 percent of revenue generated above $20 million29 by 
park leases goes to the Mission Bay Park Fund, which is used for the restoration of wetlands and wildlife 
habitat, and for deferred maintenance in the park. The remaining 35 percent goes to the Regional Parks 
Fund, which must be used for capital improvement projects at other regional parks, including Balboa 
Park.30  
It must be acknowledged that Mission Bay Park has been developed primarily through private users 
under ground leases, which has allowed the park to bring in high-profit developer/tenants and generate 
significant revenues. This contrasts Balboa Park and Dix Park, which have existing, historic structures, 
which may constrain the type of tenants able to locate in the park.  
Further, Mission Bay Park’s dependence on tourism related businesses does have some risk. Though we 
may consider 2020-2021 an anomaly, the coronavirus pandemic has illuminated the risks of relying on 
the market to provide park funding. With mandatory closures and a downturn in business, the city is 
facing a loss of more than $11 million in deferred rent payments, and the future of many Mission Bay 
Park businesses is unknown.31  
Key Lessons: Comparing Balboa Park and Mission Bay Park 
Though the Asset Management Division is seeking to transition some Balboa Park leases to more closely 
resemble Mission Bay Park leases, the parks are polar opposites. Balboa Park more closely resembles Dix 
Park, with its multitude of historic buildings, and has a focus on civic and cultural tenants. Mission Bay 
Park leases space exclusively to recreation, tourism, and operations related tenants, with a focus on 
revenue generation. In San Diego, the divergent benefits of traditional, public-benefit oriented park 
leases, which attract a strong base of park and community supportive tenants, and nontraditional uses 
that generate revenue through a more contemporary leasing mechanism for the city and the park, are 
clearly seen.  
Taking inspiration from Mission Bay Park, Dix Park could structure leases to cover the costs of 
maintenance at a minimum, and optimally, to generate revenue. Recreational and operations-related 
tenants are certainly aligned with Dix Park goals and principles, but tourism developer/tenants may be 
met with resistance from the community. However, Dix Park may wish to consider this as an option for a 
future development site, due to the potential for significant revenue generations and the demands of a 
growing city.  
Drawing from Balboa Park, Dix Park could employ the use of low-cost right of entry and special use 
permits for smaller spaces and non-profit community-based and recreation organizations, shifting the 
responsibility of interior maintenance to the permittee. This could achieve multiple goals outlined in the 
Master Plan: providing space for community groups, activating the park and providing programming 
beyond the capacity of the Parks, Recreation, and Cultural Resources Department, and maintaining the 
park’s historic structures.  
For anchor tenants, such as museums, Exposition Park provides a guiding model.  
 
29 The first $20 million in revenue goes to the city’s general fund.  
30 Ballotpedia, San Diego, California, Distribution of Mission Bay Park Lease Revenue, Measure J 
31 Plummer, Another San Diego budget problem; $11.2 million in rent losses 
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Exposition Park, Los Angeles 
Exposition Park was originally established in 1872 as an agricultural park, and during the City Beautiful 
movement of the early 1900s four anchor tenants were brought into the park: the Exposition Building, 
which was constructed by the state, the History Museum and Art Museums, contributed by the county, 
and the Rose Garden, constructed and maintained by the City. Today, the park is primarily owned by the 
State of California, and portions are owned or leased by the City, the County, the Coliseum, and other 
lessees. The Office of Exposition Park Management (OEPM), part of the California Natural Resources 
Agency, is responsible for overall park management, including the negotiation of ground leases and 
agreements.32  
The park still houses the Exposition Building (the EXPO Center), the Natural History Museum, and the 
Rose Garden. The Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum (1923), the California African American Museum 
(1981), and the California Science Center (1998), and are long-standing tenants, and more recently, the 
Los Angeles Football Club Banc of California Stadium replaced the Los Angeles Memorial Sports Arena 
(2018), and the Lucas Museum of Narrative Art is currently under construction and expected to open in 
2022. 
Exposition Park is highly activated, serving as the home of the University of Southern California football 
team and the Los Angeles Football Club MLS team. The park has also hosted two Super Bowls, the World 
Series, and two summer Olympics, and is scheduled to host a third, the 2028 Summer Olympics and 
Paralympic Games.33  
In October 2020, Exposition Park’s new Master Plan was released. As a park located in one of the most 
park-poor areas of Los Angeles, the Master Plan focuses on the park’s relationship with the surrounding 
community and access to the park via public transportation and active transportation networks, 
preserving history and promoting community, culture, and sports and entertainment, and highlighting 
science and nature, as well as health and wellness. A key piece of the Master Plan is the proposal to 
relocate the existing surface parking at the southern edge of the park to underground structures. This 
will add 14 acres of new green space at the ground level, and increase the park’s green space to 48 
percent of total acreage.34  
This parking change follows the design of the Lucas Museum, which is currently under construction on 
what was formerly three surface parking lots holding 1,691 spaces. As part of the lease agreement, the 
Lucas Museum will construct 2,666 new underground parking spaces.35 Even with the construction of 
the 300,000 square foot museum facility, moving the parking underground reduces the overall 
impervious surface area of the park and adds 11 acres of new green space along the western edge of 
park.36  
The park is primarily owned by the State of California, and is funded by the Exposition Park 
Improvement Fund (EPIF), a state special fund. Incoming revenue from leases and agreements is 
funneled back to the state, and covers the annual budget for park operations and maintenance. Though 
specific budget details are not available, Exposition Park is said to be financially self-sustaining.  
 
32 Office of Exposition Park Management, Governance. General Manage, Ana M. Lasso.  
33 Office of Exposition Park Management, Exposition Park Master Plan  
34 Sharpe, Exposition Park Board Approves New Master Plan  
35 California Science Center, Lease and Agreement By and Between California Science Center and Lucas Museum of 
Narrative Art 
36 Sharpe, Exposition Park Board Approves New Master Plan 
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Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum and Former Los Angeles Sports Arena37  
The Coliseum Commission was created in 1956 as a joint authority between the city, county, and state, 
specifically to manage the Coliseum. The Commission’s current management agreement runs from 
2014-2054, and the Commission subleases the Coliseum to the University of Southern California (USC). 
USC’s sublease is a fully net-lease, meaning USC is responsible for all expenses related to operations, 
insurance, taxes, utilities, capital improvements (except those specified in the lease), and maintenance, 
repair, and replacement of Coliseum property. 
USC’s sublease has a 20 year term with 5 extension options, the last of which extends through 2054. The 
sublease is a ground lease, giving the Commission significant control over operations. The lease sets the 
average event ticket prices, as well as minimum ticket prices for USC home football games. USC has to 
seek approval from the Commission for capital improvements that materially affect the exterior 
structure or appearance, or reduce the seating capacity, and all improvements must adhere to design 
guidelines. Ticket prices and seating capacity is important, as USC pays $12,500 per month to the 
Commission, plus additional rent based on a sliding scale percentage of the “Cumulative Calculated 
Amount.” The Cumulative Calculated Amount is based on overall revenues, offsetting items, and capital 
improvement costs. Cumulative Calculated Amount payments can be used by the Commission to fund 
operating expenses not covered by USC and facilities and programs that enhance Exposition Park. 
Further, the Commission is allowed up to 8 public interest events each year at the Coliseum, without 
paying any rent or event fees.  
Under the ground lease, USC also has the authority to demolish and redevelop the Sports Arena. In turn, 
they have sub-leased the Sports Arena to the Los Angeles Football Club (LAFC), who have redeveloped 
the stadium to operate a new soccer arena. Their sublease runs from 2015-2054, with four extension 
options that could extend their sublease through 2111. $250 million in private investment went into the 
revitalization of the site, and in addition to benefits related to sustainability, bike-ped, and landscaping 
improvements, the new soccer stadium is expected to provide $2.9 billion in economic impact to the 
greater Los Angeles area over 30 years, including 1,800 permanent jobs.38 
There are many other terms included in the leases, related to parking (revenue), signage, and more, and 
a number of non-disturbance agreements in place to ensure USC or LAFC can assume the primary lease 
and continue to operate even if the Commission is disbanded.  
The Natural History Museum39 
The ground lease between the state and the county for the Natural History Museum was extended in 
2006 for a term of 75 years, to 2081. Like museums in Balboa Park, the Natural History Museum pays 
rent of just $1 per year, in recognition of the “broad public value being provided by the museum.” In 
contrast to Balboa Park, however, the lease is fully-net, meaning the county, rather than the park, is 
 
37 Office of Exposition Park Management, Exposition Park Master Plan 
38 Office of Exposition Park Management, Background and Documents for Board Consideration Concerning Los 
Angeles Football Club Stadium Project 
39 State of California, Ground Lease Agreement Between the State of California and the County of Los Angeles for 
the Premises Known as The Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History; Office of Exposition Park 
Management, Exposition Park Master Plan 
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responsible for the maintenance of the building’s systems and features. Further, the Natural History 
Museum pays a Common Area Maintenance contribution to the park of $360,000 annually.40 
The Common Area Services provided by the park include, but are not limited to: park supervision, the 
provision of utilities, custodial services, and maintenance of lawns and improvements in common areas, 
and the hiring of Park Museum Security Officers. 
The Lucas Museum of Narrative Art 
The Lucas Museum of Narrative Art, an art museum featuring filmmaker George Lucas’ art collection 
and focused on storytelling, was originally proposed for the Presidio in San Francisco, then for a parking 
lot on Chicago’s Lakefront, before finally finding a home in Exposition Park. Architectural plans that 
violated the Presidio Trust’s design guidelines, along with competition from alternate cultural project 
proposals, caused the Presidio Trust to reject the proposal for the Lucas Museum. In Chicago, opposition 
from the Friends of the Parks on the grounds that the museum would obstruct the lakefront derailed 
plans for construction, despite local political support. When the Chicago deal fell through, the City of Los 
Angeles saw the museum as an opportunity to improve Exposition Park and build stronger ties and 
opportunities for the communities surrounding the park.41   
The lease between the state and the Lucas Museum is a 99 year ground lease for the construction and 
operation of the museum, as well as the related landscaping and parking improvements. The museum 
site is primarily made up of three former surface parking lots. As a condition to, and in consideration for 
leasing the premises, the museum will construct underground parking. Replacement parking (1,323 
spaces) will be transferred to the state immediately upon completion, and they will control, operate, 
and maintain them. The state will also operate the 975 museum parking spaces under the terms of the 
Parking Garage License. 
The ground lease is fully-net, and base rent is just $30 annually. Base rent is kept low because of the 
public benefits generated by the museum’s construction. The museum is undertaking the costly 
endeavor of constructing underground parking, which will maintain the city’s parking revenue and 
simultaneously increase the park’s green space by 11 acres. Further, the new green space will be open 
to the public but landscaped and maintained by museum, and the Park will have the right to use the 
museum’s green space for up to 5 cultural or family parkwide events per year, with no event fees and all 
rights to revenues generated through those events. 
Other key terms include the requirement that the museum is equivalent to LEED Gold construction and 
major events must be scheduled based on the existing schedules of other entities at the park. 
Additionally, the museum paid $75,000 toward development of the Exposition Park Master Plan and 
agreed to comply and cooperate with the implementation of the Master Plan.42  
 
40 In the base year (2006), and adjusted for a $125,000 credit due to the parking revenues that are attributed to 
museum patrons.  
41 Goldberger, George Lucas Strikes Back: Inside the Fight to Build the Lucas Museum 
42 Office of Exposition Park Management, Exposition Park Master Plan; California Science Center, Lease and 
Agreement By and Between California Science Center and Lucas Museum of Narrative Art 
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Key Lessons 
Though Dix Park seeks to attract a range of tenants similar to the museums and institutions found at 
Balboa Park, Dix Park should consider structuring leases for major tenants more like Exposition Park – 
fully net and including Common Area Maintenance Charges or additional payments where feasible.  
Though not part of the Phase II buildings studied in this project, the proposed Valley Amphitheater could 
employ a lease structure modeled after the one between the Coliseum Commission and USC. By 
including a provision for an additional rent payments based on revenues, the park can generate funds 
for the maintenance of common areas. Similarly, anchor institutions, such as museums, can benefit from 
low base rent, but should be responsible for maintaining building systems and features. If financially 
feasible, Dix Park should also charge common area maintenance fees to fund park management and the 
maintenance of landscaping, parking, and other features that museum and institutional partners benefit 
from.   
The Presidio, San Francisco 
The Presidio is a former military post that has been converted into an urban park in San Francisco, 
California. The military left in 1994, and turned over the site to the National Park Service. Today, the 
National Park Service manages a small percentage of the park’s acreage (300 acres along the coastline), 
and the Presidio Trust, a federal agency, manages the remaining 1,191 acres.43 The Presido Trust was 
charged with operating the park without taxpayer support, and 2019 was the 7th year that the Presidio 
has achieved financial self-sufficiency. The Presidio Trust directly leases homes and workspaces, and also 
operates lodging, food service, a golf course, and other venues to activate the park and generate 
revenue, many of which are housed in adaptively reused structures.44 Over 350 historic buildings in the 
park have been rehabilitated, including the Letterman Hospital and the Public Health Service Hospital 
Complex, which were revitalized using ground leases.45 
The Presido is one of the most well-known parks that utilize value capture through leasing. Dix Park has 
studied the Presidio previously, so discussion is limited to how the Presidio Trust structures leases for 
adaptive reuse.  
Leasing Structure 
In 2019, the Presidio Trust earned $161 million in revenues, resulting in a net surplus of nearly $9 
million. Revenues come from three primary sources: housing leases, commercial leasing, and the 
Presidio Trust’s hospitality businesses. The Presidio Trust leases most of its assets directly, but several 
larger properties have been redeveloped using ground leases and are leased by master tenants.  
Housing revenue accounts for the largest portion of lease revenue, earning $62.6 million in 2019 and 
maintaining a very high occupancy rate of 97%. For the most part, housing in the park’s 23 distinct 
neighborhoods is leased directly through the Presidio Trust, and tenants that work in the Presidio are 
given preferential treatment.46  However, some buildings have been redeveloped under ground leases, 
like the former Public Health Service Hospital Complex. The 332,000 square foot building was 
redeveloped by Forest City Enterprises into luxury apartment units and cultural, office, and educational 
 
43 Presidio Trust, About the Presidio Trust  
44 Presidio Trust, 2019 Performance and Accountability Report 
45 Presidio Trust, Milestones: Presidio Trust 2012 Year End Report 
46 Presidio Trust, Lease; Presidio Trust, 2019 Performance and Accountability Report 
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space, under a 2007 ground lease.47 These apartment units are currently available to lease through a 
property management firm, rather than directly from the Presidio Trust.48 
Commercial leasing in the Presidio generated $30.9 million in in 2019. There are 18 master tenants and 
137 direct tenants,49 ranging from tech startups, non-profits, gyms, restaurants, and retailers. Direct 
tenants lease from the Presidio Trust under traditional leases – this can be for small workspaces, or for 
larger, standalone offices. Tenants pay for utilities, parking, insurance, telecom, and data, as well as a 
Service District Charge, which goes toward municipal services such as police, fire, emergency services, 
road, and other infrastructure maintenance.50  
Commercial master tenants own leasehold estates. In 2005, the Letterman Digital Arts Center opened, 
replacing the 10-story Letterman Army Medical Center. George Lucas’ Digital Arts Center holds an 80 
year ground lease and pays the Presidio Trust approximately $5.8 million in rent annually (adjusted each 
year for inflation); more than a dozen Lucasfilm-related companies lease space in the Center, occupying 
approximately 600,000 square feet. The remaining 250,000 square feet is subleased to other business, 
and the campus includes a 17-acre public open space.51  
Finally, the Presidio Trust earned $30.8 million from their hospitality businesses in 2019, which includes 
an 18-hole golf course, two hotels, special event venues, and food service which supports their venues 
and three restaurants in the park.52 Historically, the Presidio Trust has operated the hospitality venues 
themselves, but they are currently seeking a master operator for several special events venues. The 
master operator will have exclusive rental rights for three venues - the Golden Gate Club, the Log Cabin, 
and the Chapel of Our Lady - under a lease that has fixed base rent that scales annually and includes a 
percentage of all gross revenues, for a maximum of 15 years. Because they currently lose money on 
food service, the Trust is also preparing to offer two restaurant spaces for lease at the Tunnel Tops 
park.53  
Key Lessons 
As a federal agency, the Presidio Trust has the organizational capacity to take on the leasing and 
management of hundreds of park properties, and utilizes a combination of direct leasing and ground 
leasing to generate revenue for park operations and maintenance.  
For smaller spaces, direct leasing like the Presidio may be suboptimal compared to Balboa Park’s use 
right of entry and special use permits, which place all responsibility for interior maintenance on the 
tenant. The Presidio Trust’s use of ground leases most closely mirrors Mission Bay Park. Ground leases 
are used for large-scale, capital-intensive rehabilitation projects, which will generate significant 
revenues for and from private users when complete.  
 
47 Presidio Trust, Presidio Trust Announces Agreement on Development of the Historic Hospital Building in the 
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Also similar to Mission Bay Park, the Presidio Trust’s reliance on lease revenue does introduce risk. The 
Trust has offered rent deferrals to residents and is projected to lose $20 to $30 million in leasing 
revenue this year. Though rents are deferred, rather than forgiven, 54  the Trust has accounted for these 
expected losses in their 2021 budget.55  
Brooklyn Bridge Park, Brooklyn  
Conceptualized in 2000 and approved in 2005, Brooklyn Bridge Park is an 85-acre waterfront park that 
has been developed on a disused industrial waterfront site that stretches 1.3 miles along the East River 
in Brooklyn, New York. Like the Presidio, Brooklyn Bridge Park funds park operations and maintenance 
through ground leasing, and has a mandate to be financially self-sufficient. The Brooklyn Bridge Park 
Corporation, known as Brooklyn Bridge Park (BBP), is the organization responsible for planning, 
construction, maintenance, operations, and lease negotiation.  
More than half of the park’s built square footage comes from existing buildings, but new buildings were 
constructed on the park’s five designated development sites. Both commercial and residential 
development had been planned from the park’s conception.56 However, BBP has faced some opposition, 
particularly for its inclusion of both market-price and affordable housing units. As a result, early in the 
development process, the Park studied funding alternatives, which supported the decision to allow 
residential, hotel, and retail development in order to achieve the park’s goals to generate sufficient 
revenue to support park operations, minimize the footprint required, and introduce uses that were 
compatible with the surrounding park and neighborhood uses. Because the sites have been developed 
for their best and highest use, most of the park’s funding comes from new construction, with adaptive 
reuse sites making up a meaningful, but smaller, portion of ground lease revenue.57  
The park uses a complicated leasing structure, similar to the structure enacted for the Coliseum 
Commission in Exposition Park: The city owns the site and ground leases to Brooklyn Bridge Park, who 
then designates development sites to developer/tenants under 99 year ground leases.58 In 2020, BBP 
generated $19.85 million in revenue from ground lease rents and payments in lieu of taxes (PILOT).59 
Dix Park has studied Brooklyn Bridge Park previously, so discussion here is focused adaptive reuse 
through ground leases at One Brooklyn Bridge Park, Empire Stores, and St. Ann’s Warehouse.  
One Brooklyn Bridge Park 
Originally constructed in 1928 as a 1 million square foot warehouse, One Brooklyn Bridge Park was 
converted to residential condominiums in 2008. The 12-story former warehouse now contains 440 
residential units, including some tax abated units, 80,000 square feet of retail, and 500 parking spaces. 
On average, units in the building rent for more than $5,300 per month, and sell for an average price of 
$1.58 million.60 This is well over the zip code’s November 2020 median home value of $1 million.61  
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Annual revenues for the park from ground rent and PILOT total approximately $2.8 million, covering 
about 17.5 percent of the park’s projected annual $16 million operating budget.62  
Empire Stores 
Empire Stores is a series of 7 contiguous four and five-story former coffee warehouses constructed from 
1869 to 1885. Though landmarked and eligible for listing on both the national and state registers of 
historic places, the warehouse had been abandoned since the 1960s and was uninhabitable at the time 
that BBP issued an RFP for its redevelopment.  
The goal of redevelopment was to preserve and restore the warehouses in conformance with State 
Historic Preservation Office guidelines, generate revenue for park maintenance, and activate both the 
building and the surrounding area. The General Project Plan allowed up to 399,000 square feet of 
commercial, retail, and office uses on the site, and in 2013, Midtown Equities was designated to lead 
redevelopment.63 The design went through a feedback process with the Community Advisory Council, 
and evolved to address community concerns. The overall scale of the project was reduced slightly to 
limit conflict between event, retail, and rooftop spaces with neighboring residential buildings, rooftop 
solar was shifted to a green roof, and the size of the public roof garden was increased.64 The buildings 
now house approximately 360,000 square feet of restaurant, retail, and office space, as well as a small 
exhibition space for the Brooklyn Historical Society,65 and generate $2.6 million in annual recurring 
revenue for the park. 66 
St. Ann’s Warehouse 
Prior to redevelopment, St. Ann’s Warehouse was a 19th century tobacco warehouse that had 
deteriorated, leaving just the exterior walls. The 2005 General Project Plan stated that “the restored 
exterior shell of the former Tobacco Warehouse may be used to house a walled garden, cafe, or space 
for arts groups,” and when BBP issued an RFP in 2010, they sought proposals for adaptive reuse as a 
year-round cultural, educational, or civic facility. The park hoped to reactivate the space, ensure the 
long-term stability of the structure, and incur no additional cost to the park for development, 
construction or operations. The redevelopment of the Tobacco Warehouse differs from other projects in 
the park, as it was not centered around revenue generation. Still, financial feasibility, respondent team 
qualifications, and potential revenue were considered as selection criteria, alongside the design, 
program, schedule, and the ability of the developer/tenant to provide affordable access for the public.  
St. Ann’s Warehouse, a Brooklyn-based cultural organization was selected as the winner. The 
organization was selected for its cultural and financial merit, as well as its experience in the local area. 
On average, the group puts on 180 performances per year, has a diverse range of funding sources, and 
had overseen the restoration of their former performance space, St. Ann’s Church. Today, the Tobacco 
Warehouse is 25,000 square foot LEED Silver theater space with capacity for up to 700 patrons. The 
 
62 Brooklyn Bridge Park, Pier 6 Development Sites RFP Update 
63 Brooklyn Bridge Park, Dumbo Community Update; Brooklyn Bridge Park, Empire Stores RFP Presentation 
64 Brooklyn Bridge Park, Empire Stores Update Presentation to Community Advisory Council 
65 Brooklyn Bridge Park, Empire Stores; Empire Stores Dumbo, About: Empire Stores 
66 Brooklyn Bridge Park, Pier 6 Development Sites RFP Update 
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theater also features a multi-use studio dedicated to local artists and community groups and an open-air 
walled garden that is open to the public. 67  
The redevelopment of the site for private use was met with resistance from community groups, but a 
deal was eventually brokered to remove the warehouse from park boundaries and add parcels 
elsewhere in the park. However, Brooklyn Bridge Park does hold and administer the lease to the 
warehouse, and it is considered part of the park today. 
Key Lessons 
Brooklyn Bridge Park reinforces two key lessons illustrated by other peer parks. First, it is possible to 
utilize ground leases for a wide range adaptive reuse projects, especially if significant capital investment 
is required to bring the buildings up to code. Ground leases can be used for both revenue generation 
purposes, and to attract non-profit, cultural tenants. Cultural tenants are likely to activate the park and 
can eliminating the burden of rehabilitation and maintenance, but are unlikely to generate revenue for 
park operations. Second, relying on lease revenue can be risky. For Brooklyn Bridge Park in particular, 
infrastructure costs related to piers that the park sits on have escalated, and rent growth is restricted by 
competition from other areas of New York City and limited access to the subway. Further, unforeseen 
macroeconomic risks, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, can reduce rent payments.68 These risks can be 
mitigated to some degree, by maintaining a relatively large cash reserve.69 
Case Study Conclusions and Application to Dix Park 
Combining the leasing approaches used by the five peer parks offers Dix Park the opportunity to 
structure deals in a way that is appropriate for a wide range of park-supportive tenants, and that will 
achieve goals to promote the adaptive reuse of park buildings, shift responsibility for the maintenance 
of historic structures, activate the park, and even generate revenue for operations and maintenance and 
capture any increases in value of the land over the long term. 
Taking inspiration from Mission Bay Park, leases and agreements should be structured to cover the costs 
of maintenance at a minimum, and to generate revenue where appropriate. Drawing on Balboa Park, 
Dix Park could employ the use of low-cost right of entry and special use permits to rent smaller spaces 
to non-profit community-based and recreation-oriented organizations. These permits can be structured 
so that the tenant is responsible for interior maintenance. For anchor tenants, like museums and 
performing arts organizations, Dix Park could structure leases more like Exposition Park – low or no rent, 
fully net ground leases. Whenever financially feasible, these leases could include an additional charge 
for common area maintenance. For the proposed Valley Amphitheater, the ground lease agreement 
between the Coliseum Commission and USC can serve as a model for how to include provisions for 
additional rent payments based on revenues from ticket and concession sales.  
The Presidio and Brooklyn Bridge Park reinforce these ideas. Traditional, direct leases could be used as 
an alternative to the use permit for small spaces, and because of their complexity, ground leases are 
best used for larger-scale projects, especially if they require capital-intensive rehabilitation. Figure 5, a 
 
67 Brooklyn Bridge Park, St. Ann’s Warehouse; Bortolot, Imagining a Roofless Warehouse as a Theater; Klayko, Old 
Walls, Rogers Marvel Designs a New Home for St. Ann’s Warehouse on the Brooklyn Waterfront; Brooklyn Bridge 
Park, Tobacco Warehouse Request for Proposal Presentation 
68 Denham, Report on Brooklyn Bridge Park’s Financial Model 
69 BAE Urban Economics, Study of Alternatives to Housing for the Funding of Brooklyn Bridge Park Operations 
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table detailing the recommended lease structure for the categories of tenants that Dix Park may wish to 
recruit is included below:  
Figure 5: Recommended Lease Type by Tenant Category 
 
Finally, relying solely on lease revenue can be risky, and is likely not viable in Raleigh. Though Raleigh is 
growing and Dix Park will benefit from a competitive real estate market, the market cannot command 
the same rents as San Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco, or Brooklyn for for-profit developer/tenants. As 
such, it is likely that ground leasing at Dix Park can achieve park goals such as attracting park-supportive 
tenants, reducing the burden of upgrading and maintaining historic structures, and generating some 
revenue, but it is unlikely that leasing park assets can alone cover the costs of operations and 
maintenance.  
  




Balboa Park, The Presidio Low Cost Special Use Permits or Direct Rental
Non-Profit Anchor Institutions Exposition Park
Fully-net ground leases with low or no base rent, 
plus common area maintenance charge where 
financially feasible
Valley Amphitheater Operator 
Mission Bay Park, Exposition Park, 
Brooklyn Bridge Park
Ground lease for development with moderate 
base rent, plus additional percentage rent based 
on revenues
Hotel
Mission Bay Park, Brooklyn Bridge 
Park
Ground lease with higher base rent, plus 
additional rent based on revenues
Retail, Office, Restaurant
Exposition Park, Mission Bay Park, 
The Presidio, Brooklyn Bridge Park
Fully-net ground leases with moderate base rent, 
plus percentage rent where financially feasible 
(retail, restaurant)
Market-Rate Housing Brooklyn Bridge Park
Fully-net ground leases with moderate base rent, 
plus common area maintenance charge
Affordable Housing Brooklyn Bridge Park
Fully-net ground leases with low base rent, plus 
common area maintenance charge where 
financially feasible
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Part III: Market Analysis and Scenario Modeling 
The first section of Part III outlines a high-level market analysis of private and quasi-public uses in 
downtown Raleigh, examining existing and future demand for office, retail, and housing, as well as 
museum and performing arts space. Although there are a myriad of additional private and quasi-public 
use scenarios, the proposed uses are feasible to explore, and are compatible with concepts introduced 
in the Master Plan, the existing Phase II buildings, and the park edge. Hotel analysis has been excluded 
from this report, as it has been assessed in previous projects.70 In the second section of Part III, scenario 
modeling is used to explore the financial feasibility and impact of private, quasi-public, and public use 
options for one of the Phase II buildings.  
It is important to note that it is risky to use today’s market data to predict the state of the market in the 
future, especially given the uncertainty associated with the COVID-19. Phase II buildings are currently 
leased by the state until 2025, and though Raleigh shows signs of recovery and rebounding growth, the 
real estate trends detailed in the following section and the assumptions used in scenario modeling are 
dynamic and likely to change by the time that Phase II buildings are placed into service.  
Market Analysis 
The following sections provide an overview of current real estate trends by use category in downtown 
Raleigh. Downtown, as defined by the Downtown Raleigh Alliance (DRA), is encapsulated by the black 
line in Figure 6 below. Dorothea Dix Park abuts downtown to the south, and the Dix Edge Study Area, an 
area that the city is currently studying for a small area plan, is southeast of downtown. 
Figure 6: Downtown Raleigh Districts 
 
Map generated using City of Raleigh Open Data, DRA maps, and City maps. 
 
70 Nicholas, 2017 
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Downtown Raleigh is one of the fastest growing submarkets in the region: 20,000 city residents live 
within one mile of downtown, and that is projected to increase to over 23,000 by 2025. More than $1.4 
billion in development has been completed since 2015, and another $1.2 billion is currently under 
construction or planned. Investments include $200 million in public funds for: the renovation of Chavis 
Park, developing Dorothea Dix Park, connecting Devereaux Meadows, downtown, and Dix Park with a 
greenway connector, and building out a Bus Rapid Transit system. Job and household growth in Raleigh, 
alongside increased public and private investment, has made downtown living, working, and playing 
more attractive, and as a result, downtown property values have increased 119 percent since 2008.  
Retail 
Downtown Raleigh has had a strong and growing retail market, with a total of 120 retailers and 151 
restaurants, and over 200,000 square feet of planned construction. According to HR&A Advisors, 
downtown residents, office workers, and visitors could bring an estimated $204 million in sales potential 
to the area.71 Compatible retail uses for the Phase II buildings include boutique retail, grocery, and food 
& beverage sales.  
Boutique Retail  
The majority of downtown shops are locally owned, and 48 new stores have opened in downtown 
Raleigh since 2014. Raleigh boasts emerging local retail clusters in home furnishings, local gifts, and 
makers fashion. The 2025 Downtown Experience Plan, which was produced by the Downtown Raleigh 
Alliance (DRA) in conjunction with the City of Raleigh, aims to strengthen the downtown retail 
environment by creating walkable and bikeable retail corridors, including a cycle path connection 
between downtown and Dorothea Dix Park, attracting unique, local and destination retailers to 
downtown Raleigh, and encouraging the development of smaller retail spaces of approximately 1,000 to 
3,000 square feet. The DRA has also helped local entrepreneurs experiment with innovative and 
collaborative retail pop-ups; in the short-term, the DRA may be an ideal tenant. The DRA could 
implement pop-up retail programming in Phase II Buildings, furthering the DRA’s goal to support local, 
women, and minority entrepreneurs, and benefitting the park through activation, the provision of 
amenities and services, and to incubate local startups who may be able to act as anchor tenants in the 
park in the future.72  
Food & Beverage 
Raleigh is known for having a strong local food scene; food and beverage sales have more than doubled 
since 2010, and from 2018-2019, sales increased 9.4 percent. In 2020 alone, Raleigh restaurateurs 
received 3 James Beard nominations. 66 new restaurants have opened since 2015, including two food 
halls, which opened in 2018. Morgan Street Food Hall holds 25 vendors in 20,000 square feet, and at 
50,000 square feet, Transfer Co. Food Hall includes a Ballroom and Coworking space. These food halls 
are located in the Warehouse District and the Moore Square District respectively. 
Food and beverage sales were depressed by the COVID-19 pandemic but have begun to bounce back in 
recent months. Compounded by the pandemic, outdoor dining has become a major component of the 
dining experience in downtown Raleigh: Since March 2020, the city has received more than 30 
applications for temporary outdoor dining expansions.73 The structure of several Phase II buildings, 
which create a semi-enclosed courtyard space, is particularly conducive to outdoor dining, and a food 
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hall modeled after the Morgan Street Food could support multiple park goals: the provision of 
amenities, activation, implementing a culinary incubator, and supporting food entrepreneurs, 
strengthening Raleigh’s reputation as a ‘foodie destination,’ as well as generating revenue for park 
operations and maintenance.  
Office  
As the state capital, Raleigh has a long history of employment in the public sector, with approximately 
40 percent of total employment in government. In recent years, however, Raleigh has become a hub for 
innovation and technology. 14 percent of total employment is now in the professional, scientific, and 
technical services sector, and tech companies Red Hat, Citrix, and Ipreo added a combined 2,250 
employees over the past 6 years. Growth in this sector has allowed the city to retain more college 
graduates from universities in the region and recruit a new class of young professionals. Since 2010, the 
number of office employees working downtown increased to a total of 48,000, and 14,000 additional 
office employees are projected over the coming years. Top employers in the city include the state of 
North Carolina, Duke Energy, Wake County, the City of Raleigh, Red Hat, Citrix, PNC Bank, 
McClatchy/News & Observer, Empire Eats/Empire Properties, Shaw University, and Pendo. 
With over 550 startups, the city also has an entrepreneurial culture, which is exemplified by the 
proliferation of co-working space. There is currently more than 240,000 square feet of co-working space 
in downtown Raleigh, spread across 14 properties. Co-working and flexible office leases, which offer 
move-in ready space for companies to rent on a shorter term than a traditional office lease, are 
expected to continue to grow in the post-pandemic world. As organizations are able to move away from 
fully remote work, many plan to adopt a hybrid model where some employees are able to work from 
home part-time. Space needs and uses change with a hybrid model, and the flexibility of shorter term 
leases mitigate the risks associated with long-term leases and ownership that became apparent in 2020. 
Even in a year with mass closings due to the COVID-19 pandemic, leased flexible office space in the top 
23 markets in the country is up 2.5 percent over 2019.74  
Downtown Raleigh boasted a 2019 year-end office occupancy rate of 94.9 percent and an increase in 
rents of 12.8 percent over 2018.75 However, Dorothea Dix Park currently lacks walkability and visibility 
to existing downtown amenities, and as an adaptive reuse project, it is unlikely to command Class A 
office rents, even when renovated.76 Further, nearly 2.5 million square feet of Class A office space is 
currently under construction or planned in downtown,77 and the Phase II buildings would struggle to 
compete against brand new Class A space in the heart of downtown. However, the Dix Park Master Plan 
indicates interest in providing low-cost office space to nonprofits serving local residents, especially those 
that specialize in social services and healthcare, which aligns with the legacy of the site. This may be a 
more feasible use of Phase II buildings, should an office use be pursued.  
Housing 
Though housing in the park is politically unpopular, Raleigh is facing an extremely tight housing market. 
The Triangle’s growing popularity has resulted in a for-sale housing undersupply, which has been 
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compounded by the COVID-19 pandemic slowing construction and incentivizing homebuying with 
historically low interest rates.78 
The rental market is also tight, with the vacancy rate for downtown apartments sitting at just 3 percent. 
Further, the downtown population, which grew 52 percent from 2015 to 2020, is projected to exceed 
14,000 by 2025. Approximately 2,600 units are under construction or planned, demonstrating strong 
demand for rental housing in the downtown core.  
Affordable Housing 
There is also strong demand for more affordable options both in and near downtown, as households 
would need to earn nearly $70,000 per year, or $32 per hour, in order for downtown’s average asking 
rent of $1,669 per month to be considered affordable. Citywide, median household income is $52,413 
per year.79 The need for more affordable options is further illustrated by rent and occupancy increases in 
older Class B and C apartments downtown: These have experienced a 31 percent increase in rents since 
2016, and vacancy currently sits at 6.3 percent.80  
Housing costs are rising faster than household incomes, especially for lower-wage earners, and 
households are feeling the squeeze – 33 percent of Raleigh’s households are considered cost burdened, 
spending more than 30 percent of their monthly income on housing expenses. According to the city’s 
Consolidated Plan for 2021-2025, “an influx of high-paying jobs and demand for housing near the city 
center has resulted in many once affordable areas being redeveloped into high income neighborhoods.” 
New development has primarily been luxury apartment complexes that are out of reach for low and 
moderate income residents, and developers continue to acquire and redevelop older, more affordable 
apartment buildings, which puts upward pressure on rents. The city’s top housing priority for 2021-2025 
is to increase the supply of affordable housing, particularly in downtown neighborhoods and in areas 
with access to public transit.   
The city is in the midst of a small area planning process for the area bordering the park to the east, 
dubbed the Dix Park Edge Study area. At an October listening session, residents expressed fears about 
displacement as a result of increased property values due to investment in Dix Park, Bus Rapid Transit, 
development pressure from private actors, and the increasing popularity of downtown. Resident fears 
regarding displacement are not unfounded: The Dix Park Edge Study area is largely renter-occupied and 
has a lower median household income level than the city as a whole. Plus, as seen in Figure 7, eight 
common owners hold a total of 224 properties (213.1 acres) in the study area, which would allow for 
faster assembly by developers: The pace of rezoning requests has picked up substantially since 2015, 
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Figure 7: Dix Edge Study Area Common Owners 
 
Map sourced from the Dix Edge Community Snapshot Report.  
The city has an opportunity to utilize Dix Park assets to provide affordable housing opportunities and 
keep Dix Park Edge Study residents in their existing neighborhood. Though the Phase II buildings’ site 
would likely not be competitive for 9 percent Low Income Housing Tax Credits, due to distance from 
amenities included in the Qualified Allocation Plan’s site scoring section, the edge of the park provides a 
compelling location for affordable housing under a 4 percent LIHTC deal. The site abuts the existing 
Fuller Heights neighborhood and provides access to the park, the state Farmers Market, and the 
planned BRT corridor. Buildings or a development site could potentially be ground leased by the city to 
an affordable housing developer for a nominal fee.  
The city has demonstrated a commitment to affordable housing development by approving the Penny 
for Housing ad valorem tax in 2016,82 and in 2020, Raleigh citizens overwhelmingly approved an $80 
million affordable housing bond.83  The city can continue to help address affordability issues by utilizing 
existing publicly-owned land and structures, like those at Dorothea Dix Park, to develop affordable 
housing. 
Museum/Performing Arts 
With over 50 art galleries and institutions, entertainment venues, and performance groups based in 
downtown, Raleigh houses many of the Triangle’s cultural resources. In 2019, the top five tourist 
attractions in downtown were the Museum of Natural Sciences, the Marbles Kids Museum, the North 
 
82 City of Raleigh Housing and Neighborhoods Department, Consolidated Plan 2021-2025 
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Carolina Museum of History, the Raleigh Convention Center, and the Duke Energy Center for the 
Performing Arts. Altogether, Raleigh had 3.5 million visitors in 2019, a 52 percent increase from 2007.84   
Museum and performing arts uses are compatible with Phase II buildings, and are more generally 
compatible with urban parks, as established in the peer parks studied in the Case Study section. Further, 
these uses can aid Dix Park in realizing core principles and key actions detailed in the Dix Park Master 
Plan. Museums and performing arts organizations which tell the story of the site could help to preserve 
the park’s history and educate patrons, and experiential museums, like Marbles Kids Museum, would 
complement the park’s plan for the construction of the Play Plaza and Gateway along Lake Wheeler 
Road. Dorothea Dix Park should recruit organizations with both a local and regional audience. As Figure 
8 below shows, households living within a 40 minute drive of the Phase II buildings tend to spend more 
on park, museum, theater, opera, and concert experiences than the average US household.  
Figure 8: Annual Lifestyle Spending on Museums and Performing Arts within a 20, 40, and 60 minute 
Drive of Phase II Buildings85 
 
Spending Potential Index represents the amount spent on the category relative to a national average of 100.  
Wake County collects a 6 percent Room Occupancy and a 1 percent Prepared Food and Beverage tax to 
support arts, culture, sports, and convention facilities in the county, commonly called the Interlocal 
Fund.86 In 2018 Wake County issued a Request for Information regarding planned capital projects for 
2019 to 2024 that may request support from the Interlocal Fund.87 The 2019-2020 Medium Projects 
Competitive process for funding has been delayed due to reduced tax collections during the COVID-19 
pandemic,88 but the submitted RFI responses further illuminate demand for museum, performing arts, 
and sports space in the Triangle, which could be fulfilled in Dorothea Dix Park buildings.  
Experiential Museum Space 
Marbles Kids Museum is a non-profit children’s museum which was established in 2007 as a public-
private partnership with Wake County, and whose mission is to “spark imagination, discovery, and 
learning through play.” The museum is the #2 Most Visited Museum in Raleigh and has won several 
awards for STEM education, inclusion, and access.89 Marbles currently lives in the heart of downtown 
Raleigh, across from the recently renovated Moore Square. Their facilities consist of the museum 
(83,000sf), an IMAX theater and cafe (38,000sf), which is operated under a long-term lease with Wake 
County, and the recently acquired and rehabilitated Play Annex (16,000sf). With 700,000 annual visitors 
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and growing, the current museum space reaches 92 percent capacity on a typical day, and exceeds 
capacity by up to 31 percent on busy days.90 Marbles sought to utilize Interlocal funding to construct 
additional facilities on their existing campus. However, the competitive funding process was delayed due 
to the coronavirus pandemic, and the project is on hold.91  
Dix Park management has indicated that a Marbles satellite location adjacent to the Plaza & Play 
gateway would be an ideal anchor for the park, as it would provide a variety of indoor and outdoor play 
opportunities to a base  of similar users. Marbles high visitorship indicates that there is significant 
demand for experiential learning and interactive museum spaces in the area. If Marbles does not wish to 
expand beyond its existing campus, there would likely be demand for a similar experiential museum at 
the park.  
Small and Affordable Performing Arts Space 
William Peace University (WPU) is exploring the possibility of constructing a new performance venue on 
their existing campus. While WPU plans to be the primary user of the space, they assert that community 
groups, schools, and other organizations have expressed that there is currently an unmet need for low-
cost performance space in the community.92 Though the Phase II buildings would require major 
additions to be adapted to an indoor performance space, WPU’s response indicates that there may be 
additional demand for low-cost performance space downtown. Outdoor performance space combined 
with indoor rehearsal and storage space, similar to the Raleigh Little Theater, may be a viable use at 
Dorothea Dix.  
Esports 
In February, the Town of Cary was awarded Interlocal funding for a 250,000 square foot, indoor, multi-
sports facility to be constructed at the town’s Cary Towne Center mall site.93 However, as a result of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the funding for the project was delayed one year to 202294 and on January 3, 2021, 
Cary Towne Center was purchased by Epic Games to construct a new headquarters. Cary remains 
committed to constructing the sportsplex, and Epic Games has stated that it will work with the town on 
its plans for the recreation center, but the sale of the site has made the future of the facility uncertain.95 
Though the Phase II Buildings could not accommodate indoor sports courts, should the project not move 
forward in Cary, an esports venue (which was a planned component of the project) could be a viable use 
of space at Dorothea Dix Park, which would complement Wake Tech’s planned investment in student 
competition stations.96 Esports is a form of sports competition that uses video games, and is a quickly 
growing industry, expected to grow 9 percent per year through 2023.97  
Market Analysis Conclusions 
Even amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, downtown Raleigh continues to grow. Because of this projected 
growth, a wide variety of uses are potentially feasible for the Phase II buildings. Figure 9 below 
illustrates a potentially viable use for each category explored (retail, office, housing, and 
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museum/performance space) based on the market analysis. The table delineates between options that 
prioritize revenue generation goals and those that focus on public benefits, and provides a 
recommendation for lease structure for each option based on peer park case studies.  
Figure 9: Compatible Use Options by Category 
 
Scenario Modeling 
Conclusions from the peer park case studies, market analysis, and consultation with Dorothea Dix Park 
staff have been used to develop three potential scenarios for the redevelopment of the Phase II 
buildings. Rather than providing a recommendation for a specific program, scenario modeling is 
intended to illustrate the financial implications for the park and project feasibility from the viewpoint of 
the tenant/developer and more generally, for private, quasi-public, and public use programs in the park.   
The first scenario proposes a private use program: a food hall. Peer parks utilize ground leases, 
sometimes with provisions for percentage rent, in order to extract revenue from profit-motivated 
Category Revenue Generating Option Public Benefit Option
Retail Food & Beverage DRA Pop-Up Retail
Lease Type Fully-net ground leases with 
moderate base rent, plus 
percentage rent and/or PILOT
Fully-net ground lease with 
nominal base rent, potentially 
with the addition of percentage 
rent
Office Co-Working/Flexible Office Space Nonprofit Office Space
Lease Type Fully-net ground leases with 
moderate base rent
For whole-building tenants, 
fully-net ground leases with low 
base rent; for small space 
tenants, traditional full-service 
or NNN leases with low rent
Housing Market-Rate Apartments Affordable Housing
Lease Type Fully-net ground leases with 
moderate base rent, plus common 
area maintenance charge
Fully-net ground leases with 
nominal base rent, plus 
common area maintenance 
charge if financially feasible
Museum/Performing Arts E-Sports Experiential Museum
Lease Type Ground lease with moderate base 
rent, plus additional percentage 
rent based on revenues
Fully-net ground leases with 
nominal base rent, plus 
common area maintenance 
charge if financially feasible
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tenant/developers, and the food hall scenario is modeled as such.98,99 A food hall was selected due to its 
revenue potential and alignment with other goals laid out in the Master Plan. Food and beverage sales 
have more than doubled in Raleigh since 2010, and the city has a burgeoning food hall scene and a 
reputation as a ‘foodie city.’100 Further, the Master Plan outlines a desire to provide amenities for park 
visitors, including food options, and suggests a culinary incubator as a desired use. Although the food 
hall option is not specifically an incubator, it can serve to jumpstart business for food entrepreneurs: 
startup costs are lower than opening a standalone restaurant, expenses are shared among tenants, and 
creating a community of food entrepreneurs can generate co-benefits.101  
The second scenario proposes a quasi-public use program: an experiential museum. Peer parks utilize 
ground leases with very low base rent, in order to attract museum, performing arts, and education-
related organizations that provide public benefits, and the museum scenario is modeled as such. An 
experiential museum was selected because Dix Park management has indicated that a Marbles Kids 
Museum satellite location adjacent to the Plaza & Play gateway, or a similar museum or child-focused 
educational facility, would be an ideal anchor for the park, as it would provide a variety of indoor and 
outdoor play opportunities to a base of similar users. Marbles high visitor numbers indicate that there is 
significant demand for experiential learning and interactive museum spaces in the area. The museum’s 
2018 Interlocal RFI response provides information regarding new construction development costs for 
Marbles which was adapted and applied to the financial model. Even if Marbles does not wish to expand 
beyond its existing campus, there would likely be demand for a similar experiential museum at the park, 
and it is important to understand the costs of redeveloping the Brown building for this type of use.  
The third scenario proposes public use. In this scenario, Dix Park retains full responsibility for the 
building, acting as the owner-operator. The Master Plan highlights low-cost office space for nonprofit 
organizations as a desired use in the park, and so in this scenario, the park itself would manage the 
building’s rehabilitation and operation, and would lease space to nonprofits, at a discounted rate. Ideally 
these would include nonprofits that provide services that are related to the legacy of the site, such as 
mental health services. Peer parks employ varying strategies for leasing to nonprofits: Balboa Park and 
The Presidio have the largest proportion of office space of the peer parks, and they utilize right of entry 
permits and traditional office leases, respectively. For simplicity, a traditional leasing model similar to 
the Presidio’s has been employed in this scenario.  
These three scenarios have been modeled using a single Phase II building, with the intention of 
comparing of the financial implications of pursuing the types of private, quasi-public, and fully public 
program options that have been outlined as desirable uses in the park Master Plan. 
Selecting a Building to Model Scenarios 
The six Phase II Buildings, from west to east along Lake Wheeler Road, are: Broughton, Clark, Brown, 
Anderson, Taylor, and Graham. With the exception of Graham, these buildings are leased by the state 
 
98 Food Halls often use licenses, rather than leases, for startup or seasonal tenants. Each food hall tenant may have 
a unique agreement with the landlord, with specific responsibilities and a unique rental structure. Generating a 
proforma using a licensing model is beyond the scope of this project. A simplified, full-service lease model has 
been employed for this project: Rents, tenant reimbursements for common area maintenance, and operating 
expenses have been adjusted in the simplified proforma in an effort to generate a reasonable picture of outcomes 
and feasibility, from both the developer and park perspective.  
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101 Strong, Food Halls are the New Food Truck 
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Department of Health and Human Services until 2025, and are currently being utilized as offices. The 
Graham building is currently vacant and being used as storage by park staff. Key statistics for each 
building are listed in Figure 10 below:  
Figure 10: Phase II Building Key Statistics and Map102 
 
The Master Plan provides recommendations regarding adaptive reuse and demolition at the park, but 
each building has to be assessed individually, and decisions will ultimately be part of a public process 
that requires City Council approval. The park created a Decision Criteria Scorecard to aid in the 
assessment of park buildings, and this decision criteria scorecard, which includes criteria regarding the 
historic significance, the fit for the park and reuse, the opportunity of each building, and the current 
condition and cost of rehabilitation, has been utilized to assess the six Phase II buildings for each of the 
three scenarios.  
The highest scoring building, the Brown Building, was selected for modeling. The high score indicates 
that of the six Phase II buildings, the redevelopment of the Brown Building is most likely to be financially 
feasible and is highly important to the overall park development plan. Just one building was selected for 
modeling, in order to compare the outcomes of the private, quasi-public, and public use options 
consistently. Scores for each scenario, as well as each building’s average score, are listed in Figure 11 
below, and the full Decision Criteria Scorecards are attached to this report as Appendix I.  
 
 
102 Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates, Inc., Dorothea Dix Park Master Plan, Dix Park Existing Building Evaluation 
for Adaptive Reuse; Dewberry, Dorothea Dix Campus Facilities Study; Utile, Inc., Appendix VIII: Architecture 
Building Name Broughton Clark Brown Anderson Taylor Graham
Gross Square Feet 15,222 19,004 16,811 43,704 16,470 7,525
# Stories 1 1 1 2 3 2
Year Built 1939 1935 1930 1915 1955 1955
Historic 
Designation
Contributing Contributing Contributing Contributing
Current Use Office Office Office Office Office Storage
Current 
Condition
Fair Fair Fair Fair Fair Poor
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Figure 11: Building Scores 
 
The Brown Building 
The Brown Building received the highest average score across all three program options, and was 
therefore selected for scenario modeling. The building is especially significant for the park’s 
development, due to its proximity to the planned Plaza & Play gateway.  
The Brown Building was constructed in 1930, and was originally used as staff dormitories. The one-story, 
E-shaped building was designed by architect C.C. Hook in the Classical Revival style, with a “hipped slate 
roof, a yellow brick veneer, quoined corners, and a three-bay  entrance pavilion with a pedimented 
parapet.”103 C.C. Hook was an accomplished North Carolina architect: In addition to several residences, 
he designed a large number of institutional buildings across the state, including important university 
buildings, small healthcare facilities, and several city halls. C.C. Hook is known as one state’s early 
leaders in the architectural profession.104 Figure 12 shows the front elevation of the Brown Building and 
















103 Little, National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
104 Michael, Hook, Charles Christian (1870-1938) 
Broughton Clark Brown Anderson Taylor Graham
Food Hall 87% 87% 92% 91% 54% 47%
Museum 85% 85% 90% 87% 53% 45%
Nonprofit Offices 76% 74% 78% 77% 43% 37%
Average Score 83% 82% 86% 85% 50% 43%
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Figure 12: Brown Building, Front Elevation 1962105 and Interior Space Plan106 
 
 
Proforma Results and Discussion of Alternatives  
The goal of scenario modeling is to determine whether each scenario is financially feasible from the 
tenant/developer perspective, and illustrate the financial implications of each scenario for the park. As 
shown in Figure 13 below, based on current assumptions, all three programs are financially feasible and 
will provide benefits, financial and otherwise, to the park.  
Figure 13: Summary of Proforma Results 
 
 
105 Maxwell & Clark, 1962 Renovation and Color Schedule 
106 Sketch – Floor Plan 
Party Responsible for 
Development
Development Costs Financially Feasible?
Net Cash Flow to Dix 
Park (annual)
Scenario 1: Food Hall Private Developer $6,393,437 Yes, probably $104,555 
Scenario 2: Museum Museum Entity $7,731,079 Yes, probably $2,800 
Scenario 3: Nonprofit Offices Dix Park $5,873,813 Yes, probably $49,659 
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More broadly, the objective of modeling these three scenarios is to illustrate the tradeoffs between 
pursuing private, quasi-public, and public use programs at the Brown Building, and by extension, in the 
park as a whole. With that objective in mind, it is important to note that the proformas were generated 
using assumptions. These assumptions are rooted in research from the literature review, peer park case 
studies, the market analysis of Raleigh, and consultation with developers. However, there is uncertainty 
associated with the real estate market, especially in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, and 
assumptions made based on today’s market may not apply in 2025 when the state is projected to vacate 
the Brown building.  
Further, opinions regarding the market and required thresholds vary among development firms and the 
required return metrics and available capital of local museum entities, the park, and the city are 
unpublished. The proformas for each option are attached as Appendix II – Food Hall Proforma, Appendix 
III – Museum Financial Model, and Appendix IV – Nonprofit Office, to this report. These proformas 
should be considered living documents, and as market conditions change or new information is 
uncovered, assumptions should be amended. Proforma assumptions (in blue text) can be easily altered 
to assess results under different circumstances. 
Scenario 1: Private Development of a Food Hall 
In this scenario, a food hall developer ground leases the Brown Building from Dorothea Dix Park under a 
60-year ground lease, and acts as both the developer and operator, redeveloping the property and 
subleasing stalls to restaurant tenants. Because significant real estate returns frequently come from the 
sale of property, it is assumed that the developer assigns (sells) their leasehold interest in the property 
after 10 years. Based on the assumptions used in this model, detailed in Appendix II, the redevelopment 
of the Brown Building would be financially feasible from the typical developer perspective.  
Developers utilize different financial metrics and thresholds to determine whether a project will be 
financially feasible, and therefore worthwhile, to pursue. However, typical developer metrics for 
feasibility are Internal Rate of Return, Equity Multiple, Cash on Cash Return, and Yield on Cost:  
• Internal Rate of Return, or IRR, is a metric that is used by developers and investors that takes 
the time horizon of a project into account - it considers all of the predicted cash flow from the 
property, and discounts it to find the value of what those cash flows would be today. 15 percent 
is the typical minimal threshold for a private investor to choose a real estate project, instead of 
investing in the stock market or another investment vehicle. Due to the additional risk 
associated with a food hall development, an IRR of 17 percent has been set as the threshold for 
this project.  
• The equity multiple is the ratio of the cash received over the life of the project compared to the 
cash invested up front, and most investors look to at least double their upfront investment. An 
equity ratio that triples the upfront investment or better (with an equity multiple of 3.0 or 
greater, would be viewed as an attractive investment in the Raleigh market.  
• Cash-on-cash return is the annual cash flow as a percentage of the upfront investment, and 
investors and developers usually require a 5 percent cash-on-cash return or greater.  
• Yield on cost is the ratio of the net operating income to the total development costs. Investors 
and developers often look for a 7 percent yield on cost.  
Figure 14 outlines the key financial results Scenario 1. The aforementioned financial metrics are outlined 
in the returns table, the sources table outlines where funding comes from, and the uses table outlines 
what the money will be spent on.  
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Figure 14: Scenario 1 Results (Developer Perspective) 
 
Advantages of the Private Use Scenario 
The private use scenario has several benefits for Dix Park: the project would generate revenue for Dix 
Park in the form of ground rent, enable the use of Historic Tax Credits, shift the burden and risk of 
redevelopment and building maintenance from the city to a private developer, support local food 
entrepreneurs by providing restaurant space with low startup costs, and provide a park amenity 
adjacent to the Plaza and Play site, contributing to park activation.  
Though not feasible with existing assumptions, should net operating income increase, the private use of 
the Brown Building has the potential to generate additional funds for park operations and maintenance 
while keeping the project feasible for the private developer. This could be achieved via higher ground 
rent, park participation in food hall profits, or by charging the developer/tenant a payment in lieu of 
taxes (PILOT). With existing assumptions, Dix Park will maximize revenue by maintaining the ground rent 
payment at the base level of $104,555, rather than reducing the ground rent in order to participate in 
profits or introducing a PILOT. The sensitivity analysis in Figure 15 illustrates the impact of the Ground 
Rent Payment and Profit Sharing on the developer’s IRR.  




Equity Multiple 4.2x 3.0x
Average Cash-on-Cash (Year 2 - 10) 8% 5%
Average Yield-on-Cost (Year 2 - 10) 6% 7%
Sources
Development Equity 14%  $         866,373 
Federal HTC Equity 13%  $         858,146 
State HTC Equity 9%  $         564,285 
Mortgage 64%  $    4,104,633 
Total Permanent Sources  $    6,393,437 
Uses
Acquisition 2%  $         104,555 
Hard Costs 83%  $    5,332,841 
Soft Costs 15%  $         956,041 
Total Development Uses  $    6,393,437 
Base Ground Rent
$50,000 $100,000 $104,555 $150,000 $200,000
0.00% 30.7% 18.0% 16.9% 8.5% 2.1%
0.50% 29.5% 16.2% 15.2% 7.4% 1.2%
1.00% 28.3% 14.5% 13.6% 6.4% 0.4%
1.50% 26.9% 13.0% 12.2% 5.5% -0.3%
2.00% 23.8% 11.7% 10.9% 4.5% -1.1%



















An IRR of 17 percent or higher is viewed as financially feasible by a typical developer: Cells shaded in 
blue represent scenarios that would be acceptable alternatives to the base scenario. All of the scenarios 
acceptable to the developer would result in a lower total payment to Dix Park, so the base scenario is 
optimized for both parties.  
Disadvantages of the Private Use Scenario 
The key disadvantage of utilizing the Brown Building, or other park buildings, for private use is the 
potentially negative public perception of using public space to generate private profits. In this regard, 
extensive, equitable community engagement and the framing of the use and its benefits will be critical 
to gaining public support. Ultimately, private uses that are brought into the park should be desirable to 
park users and provide both financial and nonfinancial benefits to the park. 
Scenario 2: Quasi-Public Development of a Museum 
In this scenario, a museum entity ground leases the Brown Building from Dorothea Dix Park under a 60-
year ground lease, and acts as both the developer and operator. In peer parks, museum entities have 
become park anchors, fulfilling their full lease term and often exercising their option to extend. The 
model employed assumes that a museum entering Dix Park will also maintain ownership and operate 
over the full term of the lease.  
Because museums operate as non-profits, the return metrics and thresholds required for private 
developers do not apply. Instead, if the cost of redeveloping the Brown Building is less than the best 
alternative, it is assumed that the project will be financially feasible from the perspective of the 
museum. This model has adapted data from the Marbles Kids Museum’s response to the 2018/2019 
Interlocal Fund Request for Information, and finds that redeveloping the Brown Building is more cost-
effective than Marbles current plan to construct a new building on their existing downtown campus. The 
financial model is included in Appendix III, and a comparison of redevelopment and new construction 
costs is depicted in Figure 16 below.  
Figure 16: The Cost of Redevelopment versus New Construction for Marbles Kids Museum107 
 
Advantages of the Quasi-Public Use Scenario 
Museums, performing arts organizations, and educational facilities have a long history of serving as 
anchor tenants in urban parks and are likely to be embraced by the Raleigh community: These types of 
organizations can enhance park programming and draw regional visitors to the park. If the organization 
has a strong policy for equity and inclusion, such as free or reduced admission for underserved 
populations, it has the potential to truly be public-benefit oriented and serve all members of the 
community. 
 





Anticipated Development Costs  $                    7,731,079  $            19,941,000 
Square Footage                                16,811                            27,000 
Cost Per Square Foot  $                                   460  $                              739 
Per Square Foot Savings  $                                   279 
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Exposition Park serves as a strong model for ground leasing to museum tenants. Tenants are responsible 
for all interior and exterior maintenance, as well as specified capital improvements; this contrasts the 
standard ground lease structure employed by Balboa Park, which has had ongoing issues with deferred 
maintenance. Dix Park can follow Exposition Park and structure the ground lease to shift the burden of 
redevelopment and ongoing maintenance to the museum entity, which will minimize long-term costs to 
Dix Park.  
The financial model includes modest ground rent of $2,800 per year, intended only to cover the cost of 
administering the lease. However, additional revenue is possible through a Common Area Maintenance 
Charge (CAM). Exposition Park charges the Natural History Museum an annual CAM of $360,000, which 
is used to operate and maintain areas of the park that are "not occupied or used exclusively by a 
Member, a lessee, or a facility," but whose maintenance benefits users of the park more generally. In 
the scenario modeled, the museum entity is projected to realize significant savings by rehabilitating the 
Brown Building, as compared to the alternative of constructing an entirely new building, suggesting that 
they may have the ability to pay a CAM. Appendix III outlines one approach for calculating a CAM based 
on development savings generated by locating in the park, but Dix Park could employ any alternative 
calculation, such as the actual park maintenance cost multiplied by some factor related to the museum’s 
size, to determine a starting point for the negotiation of an annual CAM fee, or could elect to charge no 
CAM in order to recruit an attractive anchor tenant.  
Disadvantages of the Quasi-Public Use Scenario 
Because the Brown Building is a contributing building in a national historic district, it’s redevelopment is 
potentially eligible for both the federal and state historic tax credit programs. Together, the tax credits 
for a project of this size total more than $2 million. However, the tax credit programs are intended to be 
used by private entities to redevelop historic properties for income-producing uses. Tax-exempt entities, 
such as the park, the city, the Conservancy, and any 501c3 non-profit, are not eligible for tax credits, so 
ground leasing to a quasi-public entity does not take advantage of all available federal and state funding.  
Several developers have noted that it may be possible form a partnership between the non-profit entity 
and a for-profit entity for the purposes of utilizing historic tax credits, but the legal feasibility of this 
option needs to be assessed by a lawyer, as this could put the historic tax credits in jeopardy if not done 
properly.  
As modeled, Dix Park is also leaving money on the table by subsidizing the ground rent. Peer parks 
commonly charge negligible or modest ground rent to quasi-public entities, recognizing the great public 
benefit that they can provide. But one of Dix Park’s goals is to generate revenue that can be put toward 
park operations and maintenance, and leasing to a quasi-public entity at a subsidized rate will not 
significantly contribute to that goal.  
Scenario 3: Public Development of Nonprofit Offices 
In this scenario, Dix Park maintains full ownership of the Brown Building, and acts as both the developer 
and operator. The model assumes that Dix Park will maintain ownership and operate the building in 
perpetuity (rather than sell), and so the typical developer metrics of internal rate of return and equity 
multiple do not apply. Instead, this analysis focuses on the cash-on-cash return, yield on cost, annual 
cash flow, and total development costs. Figure 17 outlines the key financial results for Scenario 3.  
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Figure 17: Scenario 3 Results (Dix Park Perspective)108 
 
Advantages of the Public Use Scenario 
The public use scenario allows the park to maintain full control of the property, and produces positive 
annual cash flows. Further, the building is currently being used as an office, so renovations may be less 
expensive than projected, which would allow the park to further reduce rents for nonprofit tenants or 
increase the annual operating income earned. Finally, low cost office space for nonprofits is suggested 
as a desired use in the Master Plan. The return metrics in this scenario are not high enough for a profit-
motivated private developer to undertake the project, and so if the park would like to see this use 
realized, it is likely that they will have to develop and operate the offices themselves.  
Disadvantages 
Like the quasi-public use scenario, federal and state funding - in the form of historic tax credits – is being 
left on the table, and by discounting rent for nonprofit tenants Dix Park is electing not to realize the full 
revenue generation potential of the building. Finally, though Dix Park maintains full control of the 
property, they also carry the burden and risk of redevelopment, leasing, and ongoing maintenance, 
which will require increased staff capacity.  
 
 
108 Uses include acquisition, which is a sunk cost that has been estimated using the assessed building and land 
value of the parcel, and the heated square footage and acreage of the footprint of the Brown Building, as 
compared to the total heated square footage and acreage of the parcel. If the sunk cost is excluded, total 




Average Cash-on-Cash (Year 2 - 10) 2% 5%
Average Yield-on-Cost (Year 2 - 10) 5% 7%
Cash Flow
Stabilized (Year 2) Cash Flow from 
Operations
 $              49,659 
Sources
Development Equity 52%  $       3,029,052 
Federal HTC Equity 0%  $                           -   
State HTC Equity 0%  $                           -   
Mortgage 48%  $       2,844,761 
Total Permanent Sources  $       5,873,813 
Uses
Acquisition 34%  $       1,979,159 
Hard Costs 57%  $       3,367,106 
Soft Costs 9%  $           527,548 
Total Development Uses  $       5,873,813 
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Conclusion and Recommendations for Dorothea Dix Park 
In order to sustainably manage park operations and maintenance, destination parks must consider 
strategies for revenue generation, alongside traditional funding sources. Dix Park has significant real 
estate assets that can be utilized to generate revenue and achieve other goals.  
Of the park’s 85 existing structures, 32 are expected to remain standing in the long-term. Combining the 
leasing approaches used by the five peer parks, and incorporating private, quasi-public, and public uses 
offers Dix Park the opportunity to structure deals in a way that is appropriate for a wide range of park-
supportive tenants, and that will achieve goals to promote the adaptive reuse of park buildings, shift 
responsibility for the maintenance of historic structures, activate the park, and balance the goals of 
providing community benefits and generating revenue for park operations and maintenance.  
Part I of this project provided a literature review of existing planning documents and reports for Dix Park 
and its structures, adaptive reuse guidebooks, and literature regarding the implementation of ground 
leases and the public use of private space. The literature review served as the base for Part II of this 
project, the generation of peer park case studies. 
Part II of this project detailed the how five urban parks have utilized their real estate assets, and the 
leasing mechanisms they employed. In order to accommodate tenants that range from small community 
groups to large private or quasi-public anchors, Dix Park will need to employ a mix of leasing strategies. 
Carefully structured ground lease agreements are a strong candidate for long-term tenants and park 
anchors, while traditional leases or special use permits may make more sense for seasonal and short-
term tenants, as well as community groups and organizations that wish to locate in small spaces within 
the park. Figure 18 reiterates the recommended lease type by tenant category, based on the 
experiences of peer parks.  
Figure 18: Recommended Lease Type by Tenant Category 
 
Tenant Category Recommended Lease Type
Community-Based and Recreational 
Non-Profit Organizations 
Low Cost Special Use Permits or Direct Rental
Non-Profit Anchor Institutions Fully-net ground leases with low or no base 
rent, plus common area maintenance charge 
where financially feasible
Valley Amphitheater Operator Ground lease for development with moderate 
base rent, plus additional percentage rent based 
on revenues
Hotel Ground lease with higher base rent, plus 
additional rent based on revenues
Retail, Office, Restaurant Fully-net ground leases with moderate base 
rent, plus percentage rent where financially 
feasible (retail, restaurant)
Market-Rate Housing Fully-net ground leases with moderate base 
rent, plus common area maintenance charge
Affordable Housing Fully-net ground leases with low base rent, plus 
common area maintenance charge where 
financially feasible
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Part III of this project provided a high-level analysis of current real estate trends in downtown Raleigh 
and applied the recommended lease structures from Part II to model three use alternatives for the 
Brown Building: a food hall, an experiential museum, and nonprofit office space. These three models are 
intended to represent private, quasi-public, and public use pathways.  
The models revealed that all three options are likely to be financially feasible and a net financial benefit 
to the park, but each option also has drawbacks. Ultimately, utilizing all three use types – private, quasi-
public, and public – across the park’s real estate portfolio can minimize the drawbacks of each type of 
use and maximize the overall benefit. A comparison of the three options modeled can be viewed in 
Figure 19 below.  
Figure 19: Private, Quasi-Public, and Public Use Scenario Comparison 
 
Relying solely on lease revenue to fund the operations budget, however, can be risky, and is likely not 
viable in Raleigh. Though Raleigh is growing and Dix Park will benefit from a competitive real estate 
market, the market cannot command the same rents as the cities where the studied peer parks are 
located. If the stabilized annual cash flows from the three financial models are averaged and applied to 
all 32 buildings, the annual revenue generated would be just under $1.7 million. While this is a simplified 
calculation, the conclusion is clear: Ground leasing at Dix Park can achieve park goals such as attracting 
park-supportive tenants, reducing the burden of upgrading and maintaining historic structures, and 
generating meaningful revenue, but leasing park assets alone will not cover the cost of park operations 
and maintenance.  
The lessons learned can be applied to all real estate assets throughout the park. Whether these specific 
program options are developed at the park or not, the park can achieve goals outlined in the Master 
Plan by incorporating all three pathways across their large real estate portfolio, and carefully structuring 
lease agreements to accommodate a diverse range of park-supportive tenants. 
Use Type Illustrated By Advantages Disadvantages
Private Food Hall • Highest revenue generation potential
• Shift responsibility and risk of redevelopment 
and maintenance to private party
• Enable the use of Historic Tax Credits
• Provide park amenity and contribute to 
activation
• Park-supportive use, potentially compatible 
with the Master Plan
Quasi-Public Museum • Shift responsibility and risk of redevelopment • Lowest revenue generation potential
and maintenance to the partner • Not eligible for Historic Tax Credits
• Provide public benefits
• Likely to have community support
• Potential to generate more revenue with CAM
• Anchor and activate the park
• Park-supportive use, compatible with the 
Master Plan
Public Nonprofit Offices
• Dix Park maintains full control of the property     
• Net-positive annual cash flow, which can
• Dix Park has full responsibility for 
redevelopment, leasing, and ongoing 
contribute to park operations and maintenance, 
but to a lesser degree than the private use
• Not eligible for Historic Tax Credits
• Park-supportive use, compatible with the 
Master Plan
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